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As part of its celebration of the 75th anniversary of the Archive of Folk 
Culture (July 1, 2003), the American Folklife Center is re-issuing these 
recordings from the Robert Winslow Gordon Collection. Twenty-five 
years ago, for the Archive's 50th anniversary, these recordings were 
issued on an LP, along with extensive notes by Debora Kodish, Neil V. 
Rosenberg, and Joseph C. Hickerson. That LP, and the turntables that could play it, are now nearly as obsolete and 
inaccessible as were wax cylinders in the 1970s, but the value of the recordings and Gordon's legacy as the first 
director of the Archive have not lessened. 

The notes to the LP, republished here, give an excellent account of Gordon's role 
in the history of folksong collecting and archiving. In the context of the present 
re-issue, it is worth pointing out that Gordon's interests extended beyond the 
folksongs themselves to include the means of capturing them. From childhood 
he was a tinkerer, fascinated by technology, and it is no surprise that he was a 
pioneer of the use of sound-recording equipment in folklore fieldwork. 

Gordon’s cylinders and discs are of inestimable value and form part of his legacy. 
But they present a challenge given by Gordon to future archivists. Gordon's 
intent was not only to collect folksongs but to present them to the public -- his 
song columns in Adventure and the New York Times Magazine were an early 
form of applied or public folklore. Gordon's challenge to us is to make sure that 
these folksongs remain accessible to the public, that they not be hidden away in 
an archive. With each evolutionary step in sound recording technology, Gordon's 
challenge is renewed. 

Over the years, the Archive of Folk Culture has met this challenge through 
reissuing material from its holdings, first as sets of 78rpm recordings, then later 
as LPs, and more recently as CDs and on the Internet. Each change in technology, 
however, has meant that the Archive's reissues have become almost as 
inaccessible as the original field recordings from which they were taken. The 
beginning of the 21st century is also the beginning of a new chapter in this 
continuing challenge, and the Archive is currently engaged in the digital 
preservation and presentation of its recordings. 

It is altogether fitting that Gordon's cylinders and discs are part of this ongoing 
technological evolution. Gordon would approve. 

 

  

1. Original cover of the 1978 LP. 

2. In 1988 more photos taken by 
Robert Winslow Gordon were 
found and copies were made for 
the Library of Congress. This 
photo shows the same banjos as 
in the photograph on page 14, 
with one being played by an 
unknown man in western North 
Carolina, 1924 or 1925. Since he 
is posed with three similar banjos, 
he may have been a banjo maker. 
Photo courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. 
Bert Nye. 



List of Tracks with Links to the Audio Recordings  

Monophonic sound files in .MP3 format are available by selecting the title. Note that these songs were originally 
recorded on wax cylinders, and are presented here as recorded on the Library of Congress, Archive of Folk Culture LP, 
published in 1978. Select “liner notes” to jump to the notes for each full band of the LP.  

Side A Side B 
Band A1: liner notes 
Haul the Wood Pile Down Singer unknown. Bay Area, CA, 
Early 1920s.  
Roll the Old Chariot Along Singer unknown. Bay Area, 
CA, Early 1920s.  

Band B1: liner notes 
Deep Down in My Heart Sung by W. M. (Billy)Givens in 
Darien, GA, March 19, 1926. 
Jesus is My Only Friend Sung by Bessie Shaw in Oakhill, 
GA, April 10, 1926. 
Glory to God, My Son's Come Home Sung by J. D. Purdy 
near Darien, GA, ca. 1926. 

Band A2: liner notes 
Old Ninety Seven Sung by Fred Lewey in Concord, NC, 
October 15, 1925.  

Band B2: liner notes  
Ol' Man Satan/Drive Ol' Satan Away Sung by Mary C. 
Mann in Darien, GA, April 12, 1926.  
Finger Ring Sung by Mary C. Mann in Darien, GA, April 
12, 1926.  

Band A3: liner notes 
The Old Grey Mare  Sung by Bascom Lamar Lunsford in 
Asheville, NC, October 19, 1925. 
Hesitation Blues  Sung by Bascom Lamar Lunsford in 
Asheville, NC, October 19, 1925. 
Not A-Gonna Lay My Religion Down Sung by Bascom 
Lamar Lunsford in Asheville, NC, October 19, 1925.  

Band B3: liner notes  
Blow Boys Blow (1) Sung by J. A. S. Spencer in Darien, 
GA. [?], May 11, 1926. 
Blow Boys Blow (2) Sung by A. Wilkins, Eastern U.S., ca. 
1930-32.  
Haul Away Sung by A. Wilkins, Eastern U.S., ca. 1930-
32.  

Band A4: liner notes 
Brother Jonah Sung by James G. Stikeleather in 
Asheville, NC, November 11, 1925. 
Georgie Sung By Nancy Weaver Stikeleather in Asheville, 
NC 

Band B4: liner notes  
The Wagon Sung by Ben Harney in Philadelphia, PA, 
September 9, 1925.  

Band A5: liner notes  
Isaac Meddler Played on fiddle by John W. Dillon in 
Asheville, NC, October 22, 1925. 
Mississippi Sawyer Played on fiddle by John W. Dillon in 
Asheville, NC, October 22, 1925.  
Sally Goodin Played on fiddle by John W. Dillon in 
Asheville, NC, October 22, 1925.  

Band B5: liner notes  
Milk White Steed Sung by Nellie Galt in Louisville, KY, 
ca. 1928.  
Mulberry Hill Sung by Nellie Galt in Louisville, KY, ca. 
1928.  
 

Band A6: liner notes  
Old Granny Hare Sung by W. E. Bird in Cullowhee, NC, 
October 28, 1925.  

Band B6: liner notes  
Yes Ma'am [Bed Time Quiz] Sung by Betty Bush Winger 
in Point Pleasant, WV, ca. 1931-32.  
All God's Children Got to Humble Down Sung by Betty 
Bush Winger in Point Pleasant, WV, ca. 1931-32. 

Band A7: liner notes 
Single Girl  Sung by Julius Sutton in Dillsboro, NC, 
October 28, 1925. 

Band B7: liner notes  
Robert W. Gordon Testing Equipment 
Recorded in Washington, DC, January 1932. 

Band A8: liner notes  
Prisoner's Song Sung by Ernest Helton in Biltmore, NC, 
November 20, 1925, accompanied on banjo.  

Band B8: liner notes  
Casey Jones Sung by Francis H. Abbot in Charlottesville, 
VA, March 24, 1932. 

Band A9: liner notes  
Let's Go to Bury Sung by Rev. A. B. Holly in Brickton, NC, 
December 14, 1925.  
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Foreword 
by Joseph C. Hickerson 

July 1, 1978, marked the fiftieth anniversary of the Archive of 
Folk Song in the Library of Congress. We are celebrating the 
semi-centennial year with a symposium and an exhibit on the 
archive's history, a special concert by folk musicians, an article 
for the Library's Quarterly Journal, and a commemorative 
long-playing recording. Throughout these events will be 
woven the name and accomplishments of the archive's first 
director (1928-32), Robert Winslow Gordon. 

The recognition we give Gordon for his role in the archive's 
beginnings not only serves as leitmotif for our fiftieth-year 
celebrations but also publicizes an American folklorist whose 
work has been largely unknown. The reasons for Gordon's lack 
of acclaim are several. First, he pioneered folksong 
documentation at a time when the subject was appreciated 
by but a handful of specialists and aficionados. Second, his 
publications were few and largely ephemeral; he refused to 
compromise accuracy and scholarship for mass publication 
and exposure. Finally, federal support for folklore 
documentation and preservation was tenuous in the late 
1920's and early 1930's. It took ten years, the Depression, and 
the New Deal to assure federally funded activities in folklore. 

Robert W. Gordon's collection of over nine hundred cylinder 
and disc recordings, ten thousand songs in manuscript, and 
numerous ephemeral and popular publications related to 
folksong lay in storage in the Library's Music Division stacks 
for more than three decades. The accomplishments of later 
directors of the archive overshadowed the dormant treasures 
of the archive's first director. During the 1940s and 1950s, few 
scholars were aware of the Gordon collection, and virtually no 
one worked with it. More assiduous researchers such as 

Benjamin A. Botkin, Austin E. Fife, and D.K. Wilgus perused it. Others, including Herbert Halpert and Kenneth S. 
Goldstein were cognizant of the collection and realized the need to bring it to light. 

I grew aware of the great riches of the Gordon collection soon after I began working at the archive in 1963. During 
the next ten years, I was able to direct a number of researchers to the collection for interesting song texts, often 
predating any other report on the songs in question. Occasionally, scholars were provided with tape copies of 
particular cylinders for their comparative and historical studies. Thus Gordon's pioneering efforts influenced the 
subsequent scholarship of Archie Green, Norm Cohen, Judith McCulloh, and a few others. 

As time passed, other "champions" of R.W. Gordon stepped forward. Archie Green spoke of his accomplishments on 
many occasions, perhaps never more eloquently than in November 1968 at the annual meeting of the American 
Folklore Society in Bloomington, Indiana. Interest also accrued at the University of Oregon, where Gordon's personal 
papers had been bequeathed through the auspices of Prof. Arthur Brodeur, Gordon's colleague and friend of many 
years. University of Oregon folklorist J. Barre Toelken directed students to this collection once it was housed in the 

3. Duplicating Gordon's original cylinders onto tape 
in the recording laboratory of the Library of 
Congress. From left to right, Robert B. Carneal, Head, 
Recorded Sound Section; Debora G, Kodish; 
Professor Neil V. Rosenberg, Memorial University of 
Newfoundland; and Erika Brady, LC staff engineer. 
Photo by Carl Fleischhauer, June 1978. 



university library's special collection as part of the Randall V. Mills Memorial Archive of Northwest Folklore (q.v. 
Grimm). 

In 1973 my own efforts to make the Gordon collection more accessible were joined by those of Deborah G. Kodish, a 
Lehigh University undergraduate who discovered its variety and extent while on a ballad research project. 
Subsequently, as an intern in the Archive of Folk Song, Kodish explored the many boxes of typescripts, 
correspondence, and index cards. During this period and later while working on her master's degree in the Folklore 
Department of the Memorial University of Newfoundland under the direction of Prof. Herbert Halpert and Prof. Neil 
V. Rosenberg, she made a number of lists and indexes and helped to prepare the manuscripts for preservation on 
microfilm. She interviewed Robert Gordon's daughter, Mrs. Roberta P. G. Nye, and her family in Shalotte, North 
Carolina, and also a number of other people throughout the country who had known Gordon. These researches, 
which were supported by grants from Memorial University, culminated in an exemplary thesis. 

In 1976 the archive was able to place the Gordon cylinders on the Recording Laboratory's schedule for preservation 
duplication (the Gordon discs had been copied onto tape several years before). In preparation for this, two archive 
interns, Rebecca Martin and Susan J. Grodsky, prepared a provisional shelflist based on Gordon's own card index. The 
cylinders were copied by Mark Schellhammer under the supervision of Chief Engineer Robert B. Carneal. 

Debora Kodish's study of Gordon at the Memorial University of Newfoundland spurred Herbert Halpert to order a set 
of the Gordon tapes for the university's folklore archive. Once the tapes and shelflist arrived in St. John's, folklore 
archivist Neil V. Rosenberg assigned to a graduate student, Robert McCarl, the task of listening to and further 
annotating the tapes. Rosenberg and the new Folklore Department director, Kenneth S. Goldstein, asked McCarl to 
give particular attention to items appropriate for issuance on an LP disc. Goldstein's and Rosenberg's keen interest in 
a publication of selected Gordon recordings dovetailed with interest in the Library of Congress in a suitable 
commemoration of the archive's anniversary. Initial selection for the LP was energetically carried out by Goldstein 
and Rosenberg in Newfoundland and by Kodish at the Library. Rosenberg and Kodish were on hand for a final tape 
duplication supervised by Carneal and assisted by Assistant Chief Engineer John E. Howell and Erika Brady, staff 
engineer. 

The interest and efforts of many people led to the conception and completion of this recording. Extreme thanks are 
tendered to everyone who collaborated in this project. In addition, we thank the singers and musicians who recorded 
for R.W. Gordon and their next-of-kin who, when located, gave us permission to include selections on this LP. For 
general encouragement and specific guidance, we are much indebted to Kenneth S.Goldstein, Archie Green, Herbert 
Halpert, Alan Jabbour, Bert Nye, Roberta Gordon Nye and family, and J.Barre Toelken. Grateful acknowledgement is 
also tendered to Loyal Jones and to the James Stikeleather, Jr., family for photographs and to Sharon Cochrane, 
Donna Jean Fusione, Frank J. Gillis, John Hasse, Gerald E. Parsons, Jr., and Cindy Turpin for their assistance with 
annotations, transcriptions, and bibliography. 

To the memory of Robert Winslow Gordon we dedicate this recording. 

Joseph. C. Hickerson 

Head, Archive of Folk Song 

 

  



 

Introduction 
By Debora G. Kodish 

The recordings on this album represent one man's ambitious attempt to document the extent and variety of 
American folksong. Like many other folklorists in the first decades of this century, Robert Winslow Gordon studied 
English Literature at Harvard under George Lyman Kitteredge. Unlike other folklorists, however, Gordon abandoned a 
career in academia, because he believed the duties of the profession hampered him in his determination to learn 
everything there was to know about folksong in America. He became, instead, a free-lance writer supporting himself 
with articles on folksong in popular magazines. 

Gordon carried his heavy cylinder recorder (and later, his disc machine) to the San Francisco waterfront, the 
Appalachian Mountains, and the Georgia coast in order to record the diverse singing traditions of this country. He 
recorded nearly a thousand cylinders, collected nearly ten thousand more song texts from the readers of his popular 
articles, and gathered many thousand additional song versions from old camp-meeting and revival songbooks,  

4. A prophetic photograph. Robert W. Gordon's interest in technology emerged early. Here he appears to 
play cards against himself in a double exposure; Gordon also tripped the shutter. Bangor, Maine, ca. 1900. 
Photo courtesy Mr. And Mrs. Bert Nye. 



broadsides, folios, and hillbilly 
recordings--ephemeral material of 
which few of his colleagues were 
aware. Gordon never believed 
that his collecting was finished 
and never wrote the definitive 
volumes of collectanea and theory 
that he planned. Nevertheless, in 
his theoretical orientation, his 
scientific outlook, his dedication 
to technical accuracy, and his 
interest in phonographic and 
photographic documentation, 
Gordon was a pioneer among the 
folklorists of the 1920s and 1930s. 

The field recordings Gordon made 
reflect his broad research 
interests and his unusual 

eclecticism. To him, the 
recordings were exciting 
aesthetically, theoretically and 
technically. To us, listening fifty 
years later, they are perhaps even 
more exciting, for time has added 

another dimension, and we appreciate them for what they tell us about the epoch in which they were recorded and 
the man who recorded them. 

Robert Winslow Gordon was born in Bangor, Maine, on September 2, 1888. As a youth he was fascinated with 
technology and tinkered with radios, airplanes, and cameras. Later, at Exeter and then at Harvard, he continued his 
technical experiments. Although Gordon received a privileged education, he worked hard both in and out of the 
classroom. He waited table, sold subscriptions, and took numerous other odd jobs to pay for tuition, books, and 
inevitably, radio and camera parts. 

Gordon began his study of English literature at Harvard in 1906 and remained in Harvard's English department in 
varying capacities until 1916. During this time he crossed paths with many of the scholars who were to play 
significant roles in the development of American folklore studies over the next few decades. Although he knew these 
men, Gordon was highly independent. Even as a student he was known for the curiousness and perspicacity, the 
thoroughness and perfectionism that were both to bless and plague his career. 

In 1912, while he was teaching literature and composition courses under his mentors George Lyman Kitteredge and 
Barrett Wendall, he met and married Roberta Peter Paul of Darien, Georgia. Their only child, a daughter named 
Roberta, was born in 1914 while the couple was living in Cambridge. Although he had not completed his Ph.D. 
dissertation, Gordon accepted the position of assistant professor of English at the University of California at Berkeley 
and, with his family, moved west in 1917. His interests in folksong, material culture, folk belief and technology all 
blossomed in the West. 

 

5. Gordon and his music teacher. Although he received professional instruction, 
Robert W. Gordon did not consider himself a musician. In his correspondence, 
he remarks on his inability to carry a tune--an opinion his rendering of "Charlie 
Snyder" (B7) does not substantiate. Bangor, Maine, ca. 1900. Photo courtesy 
Mr. And Mrs. Bert Nye. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. A family outing. While a student at Phillips Exeter Academy (1902-06), 
Gordon (extreme left) lived in the home of his aunt in Exeter, New Hampshire. 
This is apparently a photograph from those times. Note that the back row, 
where Gordon stands, seems to view picture taking with some ceremony. The 
front row, with its maidens decked in running pine, coffee pot sporting a hat, 
and barely suppressed youth, sets a lighter tone. Photo courtesy Mr. And Mrs. 
Bert Nye. 

7. A family man. Robert W. Gordon seated with daughter Roberta (Mrs. Bert Nye) on his 
lap. Standing, from left to right, Gordon's mother-in-law, Mrs. Paul; wife, Roberta; 
mother, Harriet; and family friend Josephine Brodeur. Taken near Berkeley, California, 
ca. 1922. Photo courtesy Mr. And Mrs. Bert Nye. 



Although he taught graduate courses in folklore, supervised 
theses, and read theoretical papers to learned societies, 
Gordon differed greatly from his academic colleagues. 
Nowhere was this more evident than in the matter of 
collecting folksong. While others typically took down ballad 
texts from graduate students, Gordon spent much of his time 
collecting songs on the Oakland and San Francisco 
waterfronts, where he won the cooperation of stevedores, 
sailors, captains, hoboes, and convicts. The first two selections 
on this record were probably recorded on one of Gordon's 
waterfront forays between 1923 and 1924. 

During his years in California, 1917-24, Gordon gathered more 
than one thousand shanties and sea songs, at least three 
hundred of which he recorded on cylinders, making his the 
largest collection of maritime songs then in existence. Gordon 
was not interested in the sheer number of texts; instead he 
hoped to learn from this large body of data something of the 
role that Afro-American traditions and popular minstrel show 
materials played in the development of the sea shanty. He was 
successful in his fieldwork, but most of his colleagues in 
Berkeley's English department failed to recognize it. Few of 
them knew what he was doing on the waterfront, and many 
expressed the wish that he would spend his time in more 
orthodox academic pursuits. Gordon, however, was not 
inclined to explain his research or his methods. 

At approximately the same time he began his fieldwork in the Bay Area, Gordon launched a collateral program of 
long-range research. In 1923, he began to edit the column "Old Songs That Men Have Sung" in the pulp magazine 
Adventure. By printing songs that his readers requested and advertising for additional texts and verses, Gordon used 
the column to build up an immense and eclectic collection of folksong as well as a broad network of correspondents 
and informants from all over the United States and overseas. His reputation as "the Adventure man" made his name 
familiar to many sailors, convicts, and hoboes in the Bay Area before they met him with phonograph in hand. His 
connection with Adventure was to prove more useful in the field than in the faculty meeting, however. The "Old 
Songs" column--which was later praised by folklorist Archer Taylor as the greatest contribution to the study of 
American folksong of its time--was another source of dissatisfaction to Gordon's Berkeley colleagues, who would 
have preferred his endeavors to find expression in a more conventional way. Gordon, committed to "a popular 
scholarly approach," continued all his life to publish authoritative, interesting articles where they would be read by 
wide audiences.  

Gordon's California collecting came to an end when English department politics threatened the job of a lifelong 
friend and colleague. In defending his friend, Gordon embarrassed the head of the department. He was sent on 
sabbatical for the year 1924-25 and was informed that he would not be rehired. Gordon left Berkeley and returned to 
Harvard, planning to finish his doctorate. But he decided instead to undertake a year-long trip (1925-26) with the 
object of making the definitive recorded collection of American folksong. Gordon arranged to support his first year in 
the field through a contract for a series of articles from the New York Times Magazine (the series title provides the 
title of this album), a $1,200 Sheldon traveling fellowship from Harvard, discounts and donations on equipment from 
the Edison, Ford, and Eastman companies, and loans from friends.  

 

8. The "Adventure Campfire." This group of friends 
from the Berkeley area took its name from the 
magazine Adventure. They gathered to listen to the 
songs Gordon had recorded and to perform 
folksongs for public functions and on local radio. In 
this picture, Gordon is on the far left, cigarette in 
hand, Arthur Brodeur, his lifetime friend, is in the 
center of the back row, and Frank Kester, the 
Oakland newspaperman who helped launch 
Gordon's field recording project, is in the front of 
Brodeur holding the group's mascot. Ca. 1924. 
Photo courtesy Mr. And Mrs. Bert Nye. 



 

  

9. The Adventure column. Robert W. Gordon's feature "Old Songs That Men Have Sung," as it appeared 
in Adventure, January 30, 1926. The invitation at the end to send in "all the old songs of every variety" 
was part of Gordon's "great plan" to collect every American folksong. Reproduced from the collections 
of the Archive of Folk Song. 



The variety of his sources for support notwithstanding, his resources 
amounted to little, and his trip trembled constantly on the brink of 
financial disaster. Nevertheless, with the discovery of plentiful material 
and willing informants, he soon abandoned his original itinerary and 
stretched one year of fieldwork into four. Gordon felt that he was 
discovering material that shed light on the problems of folksong origin 
and development. He collected many versions of particular songs and 
explored their historical, social, and cultural backgrounds. By 
reconstructing the histories of specific songs, Gordon expected to gain 
insights into the evolution of folk literature in general. The two versions 
of "Blow Boys Blow" presented on side B reflect this theoretical concern. 

Gordon regularly traveled many miles out of his way to track down a bit 
of information that might aid him in understanding a specific song 
history. On his way to Asheville, North Carolina, where he intended to set 
up his first field station, he made a detour in order to interview and 
record two men who claimed to be the authors of "The Wreck of Old 97." 
In 1924, this song (sung by Vernon Dalhart) had become the first hillbilly 
record to sell a million copies. Fred Lewey was one of the pair who 
claimed authorship, and his historic rendition is included here. It later 
figured in litigation surrounding the copyright ownership of the song – a 
court case that helped establish Gordon's reputation as an expert 
witness and to demonstrate the application of folklore scholarship to 
practical affairs. 

Gordon arrived in Asheville in October and set up his tent in the hills outside of town. There he typed his 
transcriptions, wrote his "Old Songs" column for Adventure, and descended to town only for mail and supplies. One 
of the first persons he met in the Asheville area was a young banjo playing lawyer, Bascom Lamar Lunsford. Lunsford 
played and sang into Gordon's cylinder machine and took him around the mountains introducing him to other 
musicians and singers. Nancy Weaver Stikeleather and James Stikeleather, John W.Dillon, Ernest Helton, W.E. Bird, 
Julius Sutton, and the Reverend H.G. Holly were among Gordon's other North Carolina informants. The fiddle tunes, 
ballads, and religious songs they perform on this record represent some of Gordon's chief research interests and 
favorite "finds." 

By Christmas 1925, Gordon had been living away from his family for more than a year. The separation was difficult, 
emotionally and financially, and he decided to move to a field station on the southern coast of Georgia--to Darien, 
the childhood home of Mrs. Gordon. The reunited family occupied a two-room house, and Gordon resumed work, 
eagerly setting out to record the Afro-American traditions of the Georgia coast. The rowing songs and the boat songs 
which he discovered are represented on this record by the performances of Mary C. Mann and J. A. S. Spencer. Mary 
Mann, a deaconess at a local black church, had organized a school in Darien in which she taught young black women 
the domestic skills they needed to find employment. Mary Mann had a large repertoire herself, and she encouraged 
her students and members of her church to contribute their songs to Gordon as well. 

  

10.  Adventure in archaeology. The 
Campfire group conducted several 
archaeological expeditions in Marin 
County, California. Here Gordon poses 
with a freshly unearthed specimen. Ca. 
1923. Photo courtesy J. Barre Toelken, 
University of Oregon. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Folksongs in the Times. This illustration for Gordon's article "The 
Folk Songs of America: Banjo Tunes" appeared in the New York Times 
Magazine of January 1, 1928, over the caption, "He Begins with One of 
the More Characteristic Banjo Songs, Slower in Rhythm and More 
Lyrical Than Those of the Fiddler." Copyright 1928, New York Times Co. 
Reprinted by permission. 

 11. The issue of April 24, 1927, carried Gordon's article regarding black folk 
culture of the Georgia sea coast, "The Folk Songs of America: Negro Shouts." 
The Caption reads "Every Singer Moves in Time." The Times published 15 
installments of "The Folk Songs of America" between January 2, 1927, and 
January 22, 1928. There is reason to believe that in this illustration, unlike 
the preceding one, the Times staff artist Van Werveke was guided by a 
photograph supplied by Gordon. Copyright 1928, New York Times Co. 
Reprinted by permission. 



Gordon felt that he occupied a 
special position in the Darien 
black community. He had earned 
the trust and friendship of 
several local blacks, among them 
W.M. Givens, whose niece was 
sometimes employed by the 
Gordons. One day she came 
running terrified into their home. 
Her uncle had been bitten by a 
poisonous snake. Gordon rushed 
back with her, put a tourniquet 
on the man's leg, cut the bite, 
and sucked out the venom. Billy 
Givens was soon walking again, 
and Gordon had earned a friend 
for life--a friend who also 
happened to be a fine singer. He 
can be heard singing "Deep 
Down in My Heart" on side B. All 
of Gordon's Georgia informants 

lived within a day's drive of Darien, for Gordon did not have enough cash to buy gasoline most of the time and was 
obliged to return to the station where he had credit. Nor did he always take the car on field trips; he knew the 
countryside for fifteen miles around Darien from his long walks. 

Money remained a problem, and although Gordon saw no end to his collecting, he was looking for a steadier source 
of income than freelance writing could provide. He wanted the chance to collect, examine, and theorize about 
American folksong without financial worry. Gordon had done extensive research at the Library of Congress, and in 
the fall of 1926 he brought his dream to Carl Engel, chief of the Music Division at the Library. Engel was interested in 
Gordon's work and considered him America's foremost authority on folksong.  

When Gordon asked for institutional support, Engel responded enthusiastically. Gordon's dream fit neatly into 
Engel's own hopes of establishing a graduate institute for the study of musicology at the Library of Congress, which 
would include a national center for the collection and study of folk music. As no government funds were available, 
private donors were solicited and subscriptions raised. In July 1928, Herbert Putnam, the Librarian of Congress, 
appointed Gordon "specialist and consultant in the field of Folk Song and Literature." Gordon later proposed a title 
that he thought would appeal more to the imagination of the general public: director of the Archive of American Folk 
Song. 

During the first year of the archive's existence, Gordon remained in Darien collecting the shouts, rowing songs, rags, 
reels, and turning songs that were of primary importance in the study of American folk song and of special 
significance in learning how folksongs start and spread. The December 1928 meeting of the Modern Language 
Association, in Louisville, Kentucky, lured him away from home by providing opportunities to work in a new region, to 
publicize his national folksong archive, and to ask for the cooperation of all interested scholars. It may have been on 
this trip to Louisville that Gordon met Nellie Galt and Ben Harney, both of whom may be heard on side B of this 
record. 

Although Engel, Putnam, and Gordon shared a belief in the importance of a center devoted to the collection and 
study of American traditional music, they did not agree upon the methods by which such a center should develop.  

  

12. Tidewater informants. Mary C. Mann sang many unusual songs for Gordon 
while he was conducting field research in Darien, Georgia, between 1926 and 
1928. A deaconess in the Episcopal Church, she ran a school that prepared young 
black girls for work in domestic service. In this picture, Mary Mann stands with a 
number of her pupils who are apparently weaving traditional, coiled-grass 
baskets of the Sea Islands. Photo courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Nye. 



Gordon wanted the freedom of a research scientist--financial backing and complete support while he went about his 
independent investigations. Putnam and Engel, however, felt compelled to write repeatedly to Darien, requesting 
information as to his whereabouts and activities. Perceiving that his great distance from the Library was a barrier to 
harmonious relations, Gordon concluded his Georgia fieldwork and, in September 1929, moved with his family to 
Washington. 

12. Mountain informants. Bascom Lamar 
Lunsford, shown here with his 
accompanist, Gertrude Johnson, was a 
great help to Gordon's fieldwork in North 
Carolina. Lunsford was an active tradition 
bearer, an amateur collector, a 
performer, and the organizer of the 
Mountain Dance and Song Festival, the 
first such event in the United States. 
Photo courtesy of Loyal Jones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13. Mystery photograph. Although his correspondence makes 
reference to the documentation of folk culture with the 
camera as well as the recording machine, only two of Gordon's 
field photographs have ever been found, this one and the one 
below of Mary C. Mann. Gordon probably took this picture, 
identified on the back as "homemade banjos in Western North 
Carolina," in 1924 or 1925. It reveals an interest in material 
culture that was all too rare in folklore scholarship in the 
1920s. Photo from the Harris and Ewing albums in the Prints 
and Photographs Division of the Library of Congress. [This 
caption is from the 1978 liner notes. In 1988 more 
photographs were located and copied for the Library's 
collections. See the photograph on page 1. ] 

 

 

 

  



Once his archive was installed in the southwest corner of the Library's 
attic, Gordon devoted a great deal of time to experimentation with 
recording apparatus. He conducted his own tests with cylinder and wire 
recorders and stayed in close consultation with commercial firms. 
Borrowing a new model of Amplion disc recorder in 1932, he traveled to 
West Virginia, Kentucky, and Virginia to try it in the field. His recordings 
of Betty Bush Winger and F.H. Abbot on side B stem from this field 
experiment with disc recording. 

Gordon's difficulties with the Library were only momentarily relieved by 
his move to Washington. The depression put an end to the donations 
which had sustained his position, and in 1933 the last of these funds ran 
out. This, coupled with the Library's disappointment in his performance, 
cost Gordon his job. It was a blow from which he never recovered. 

He spent his final year at the Library indexing the texts he had amassed 
during his tenure as editor of the "Old Songs" column, the transcriptions 
of the material he had recorded in his fieldwork, and the collections of 
other folklorists which he had acquired for the archive. 

Gordon's active career as a folklorist ended in 1933, although some of his 
most important publications appeared after that. He worked in the 
Washington, D.C., area, primarily as a technical editor and as a professor 
of English, until his death on March 29, 1961. 

It is now fifty years since Gordon was appointed first director of the 
Archive of American Folk Song at the Library of Congress, and therefore a 
fitting moment to reexamine and appreciate his achievements, and to 

publish some of his collectanea. Many of the original cylinders considered for this commemorative disc are in poor 
condition, badly worn from overuse by Gordon himself. It is probable that he transcribed song texts from his original 
field recordings. He also played them over for informants and colleagues. Thus the very items in which Gordon was 
most interested are now the items in poorest condition. His collection is so large, however, that there is no lack of 
significant material of good recorded quality. 

We have also been guided in our choices by Gordon himself. We have tried to put together the sort of album that he 
might have assembled. Our selections are items about which Gordon wrote and which seemed to him to be keys to 
the comprehension of American folksong, i.e., items which document the interplay between black and white 
traditions and reflect the influence of popular, commercial culture (minstrel and tent shows, camp meetings and 
phonograph records) upon folk traditions. 

In his writings, Gordon tried to recreate the contexts in which he recorded these songs. He constantly lamented that 
the printed page could not do justice to the beauty of the music or the skill of the singer. He wished that his readers 
could be transported to the mountain cabin or the lowland church to share with him there the excitement of a live 
performance. With a little imagination, we can now, fifty years later, feel some of that excitement. 

13. Nancy Weaver Stikeleather, shown 
here with her two children, was another 
folk music enthusiast who contributed to 
Gordon's research. She and her husband 
James (both may be heard on this LP) 
collected and sang songs from the 
Asheville locality for Gordon and other 
scholars. Photo courtesy of James 
Stikeleather, Jr. 



 

14. First home of the Archive of Folk Song. Robert W. Gordon is shown here in the southwest attic of the Library of 
Congress building, ca. 1930. From left to right: storage of manuscripts and recorded wax cylinders, early microphone 
on floor stand, magnetic wire recorder on table at left rear, rotary converter ("telephone" with dial) to change the 
Library's DC current to AC for recording, dictaphone cylinder recording machine (Gordon operating) and, on the floor, 
a variety of cylinder machines and other paraphernalia. Photo from the Harris and Ewing albums in the Prints and 
Photographs Division of the Library of Congress. 

 

 

  



Annotations and Texts  
(with links to the sound recordings) 

Neil V. Rosenberg 
Department of Folklore, Memorial University of Newfoundland 

The articles, books, and records cited in abbreviated form in the following notes 
are listed in full in the bibliography at the end of the booklet. My intention is not to 
give exhaustive citations, but to provide information which sets the songs and 
tunes in a comparative historical context. The transcriptions of song texts given 
here are complete in so far as this LP is concerned, but various technical or 
editorial considerations have occasionally forced the omission of some parts of the 
original recordings. 

Band A1 

The first two selections are sea shanties from Gordon's California collection. They 
were almost certainly recorded in the San Francisco Bay Area, probably in Oakland, 
in the early twenties. The singer appears to have been a veteran of sailing ships, for 
he begins the first song with appropriate instructions to the short-haul crew. 
Notice how he emphasizes the words haul, down, which are signals for the crew to pull together. Hugill speculates 
that this song, "sung at both capstan and pumps" (p.161), is of West Indian or southern United States origin. Aside 
from its use as a shanty, it has stylistic and historical connections with the minstrel stage. Doerflinger (p.350) dates it 
from an 1887 songster, Delaney's Song Book No.3, where the words are credited to Edward Harrigan. Sheet music 
copyrighted in 1887 by William A. Pond & Co., New York, also credits the words to Harrigan, gives the score to Dave 
Braham, and adds the information "As sung in Edward Harrigan's drama, "Pete"(in Harrigan and Braham's Popular 
Songs As Sung by Harrigan and Hart, Volume 2, New York: Wm. A. Pond & Co., 1892, pp.51-52). It was recorded by 
latter-day minstrel showman and Grand Ole Opry pioneer Uncle Dave Macon (NLCR, pp.226-28). The reference to 
"Yankee John" in this version may reflect contact with the shanty "Yankee John, Stormalong" (Hugill, p.80). The 
combination of sea shanty and blackface minstrelsy reflected in this song no doubt appealed to Gordon, who was 
keenly interested in the interplay between nineteenth century black and white, folk and popular, musics. 

HAUL THE WOODPILE DOWN [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl.50, ms. Cal. 104B  
Anon 
Bay Area, California 
Early 1920s 

Spoken: 
Cast her up! Sweat up that weather main brace. 
Fetch on there, boys, look to it, come on, 
Shake a leg, all together now. 

Sung: 
Yankee John with his sea boots on, 
Haul the woodpile down. 
Yankee John with his sea boots on, 
Haul the woodpile down. 
Way down in Florida, 
Way down in Florida, 
Way down in Florida, 
Haul the woodpile down. 

15. Robert Winslow Gordon in a 
portrait taken in 1928, when he 
joined the staff of the Library of 
Congress as the first Head of 
the Archive of American Folk 
Song. Photo courtesy Mr. and 
Mrs. Bert Nye. 

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/Haulthewoodpile.mp3


"Roll the Old Chariot Along" has direct connections with black folk music of the nineteenth century, appearing in 
most of the standard collections of spirituals (Dett, pp. 192-93; Fenner and Rathbun, pp. 106-7; Johnson, pp. 110-11). 
Sandburg published a variant (pp. 196-97), and it has also been noted by collectors of shanties, including Hugill (pp. 
150-51) and Doerflinger (pp. 49-50, 357). A version of this was sent to Gordon by an Adventure reader (3758) and he 
collected another text in California (Cal. 243). There were many black sailors on the crews of nineteenth-century 
vessels. They brought with them traditions of work songs, and their songs, religious and secular, were usually 
rhythmic and thus suited for the many kinds of gang labor needed on the big sailing ships. Gordon devoted a chapter 
in Folk-Songs of America to "Negro work songs from Georgia" (pp. 13-19). 

ROLL THE OLD CHARIOT ALONG [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. 50, ms. Cal. 104A 
Anon 
Bay Area, California 
Early 1920s 

Roll the old chariot along 
And we'll roll the old chariot along 
And we'll roll the old chariot along 
And we'll all hang on behind. 

If the devil's in the way, 
We'll roll it over him 
If the devil's in the way, 
Why we'll roll it over him, 
If the devil's in the way, 
We'll roll it over him. 
And we'll all hang on behind.  

Band A2 

Based on an event of September 27, 1903, "The Wreck of the Old 97" is today one of the most popular American 
ballads (see Laws, pp.213-14), but when Gordon first encountered it in 1923, as a text fragment sent to Adventure, it 
was unfamiliar to him. In January 1924 he published a composite text based on three versions sent to him by readers. 
The same month, Henry Whittier's phonograph recording was issued, which led to the song's national popularity 
when it was copied later that year by Vernon Dalhart. When Gordon began his Harvard-sponsored recording trip in 
the fall of 1925, one of his first ventures into the field led him after the composers of the song. This recording of Fred 
Lewey and those of C. W. Noell, who also claimed a hand in the composition of the song, were the results. 

The complicated and fascinating story of Gordon's subsequent role in the copyright litigation concerning the song has 
been told by Norm Cohen (Cohen B.). Gordon played an important role in tracing the history of the song, and he 
continued to collect versions of it after this recording was made. The index to his manuscript collection at the Library 
of Congress includes some ten additional variants. 

By the time Gordon came to the song its history was no longer easy to unravel. A number of singers had their own 
versions, and at least three songmakers had produced songs on the subject, which had mixed in different forms. 
Eventually one of the songmakers, David Graves George, sued RCA Victor for royalties on their recording of Dalhart. 
The trial lasted from 1929 to 1933. Gordon, as a defense witness, used the recording given here, along with other 
information, to help Victor build the case that Lewey and C. W. Noell, who had sung their song about the wreck 
together in the years immediately after it's composition, had at least as much claim for composing the song as 
George. Here as in other areas of his research, Gordon treated his folksong collecting as a scientific endeavor; he was 
seeking evidence to help solve a problem. 

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/Rolltheold.mp3


Lewey's performance is noteworthy not only because of his claim for it as the original of this now famous song, but 
also because of the way it tells the story. Of special interest to folklorists is the line, "He said he'd pull his train on 
time into Spencer or he'd jerk it right square into hell." This expresses a common occupational belief. For example, in 
the lumberwoods there are stories and songs about a man who swears to finish his job or eat his supper in hell. This 
detail is not present in later variants of the song, but may represent oral traditions concerning the wreck. 

OLD NINETY SEVEN [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A6, ms. NC4 
Fred Lewey 
Concord, N.C. 
Oct 15, 1925 

One bright Sunday evening I stood on a mountain 
Just watching the smoke from below. 
It was springing from a long slender smokestack 
Way down on the southern road. 

It was Ninety Seven, the fastest train 
That the south has ever seen; 
But she run too fast on that fatal Sunday evening, 
And the death list numbered fourteen 

Chorus: 
Did she ever pull in? No she never pulled in, 
Though at one forty-five she was due; 
For hours and hours has the switchman been 
watching 
For the fast mail that never came through. 

The engineer was a fast brave driver 
On that fatal Sunday eve, 
And his fireman leaned far out at Lynchburg 
Waiting for the signal to leave. 

When he got aboard, well, he threw back his throttle 
And although his air was bad 
People all said when he passed Franklin Junction 
That you couldn't see the men in the cab. 

Did he ever pull in? No he never pulled in, 
Though at one forty-five he was due 
For hours and hours has the switchman been 
watching 
For the fast mail that never came through 

There's a mighty bad road from Lynchburg to 
Danville, 
And although he knew this well 
He said he'd pull his train on time into Spencer 
Or he'd jerk it right square into hell. 

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/Old97.mp3


When he hit the grade from Lima to Danville 
His whistle began to scream; 
He was found when she wrecked with his hand on 
the throttle 
Where he'd scalded to death from the steam. 

Did he ever pull in? No he never pulled in, 
Though at one forty-five he was due; 
For hours and hours has the switchman been 
watching 
For the fast mail that never came through 

Band A3 

In his New York Times articles, reprinted in 1938 by the WPA as Folk-Songs of America, Gordon referred to the 
recordings he made in North Carolina during the fall and winter of 1925 as "The Asheville Collection." This reflected 
his appreciation for the interest and support shown his recording project by the Chamber of Commerce and various 
private citizens of Asheville. One of the most helpful among this latter group was the young lawyer Bascom Lamar 
Lunsford. Lunsford already was known for his large collection of mountain songs. Frank C. Brown of Duke University 
had recorded him on cylinders in 1922 (Jones, p. 7) and when Gordon met him, Lunsford had just made his first 
commercial records. Gordon published a version of "Cindy" in Adventure for Jan. 30, 1926 (pp. 191-92). There he 
mentioned that another Lunsford song was available on Okeh phonograph record 40155, thus showing his gratitude 
to Lunsford by publicizing his record. Several years later, when Lunsford recorded again for Brunswick, that company 
publicized Gordon's work with him through a blurb in their "Brunswick Record Edition of American Folksongs," which 
stated that Lunsford had the "largest collection of Southern Mountaineer Songs in the World" and that "Hundreds of 
them were recorded for Harvard university for their historic value" (Green, pp. 73-78). During the twenties folklorists 
and the record companies often shared informants, but rarely was either aware of the other. This is probably the 
only instance in which each publicized the activities of the other. 

Gordon had published a text of "The Old Gray Mare" in Adventure for March 20, 1925 (p. 192) and had received 
another text from a reader shortly after that (Gordon MSS 911). He was no doubt pleased to find the same song in 
the repertoire of Lunsford. Lunsford and Stringfield (pp.36-37) later published it in their 1931 folio, and Lunsford 
recorded it again in 1935 for the Library's Archive of Folk Song (AFS 1787 A1). The song has been encountered by 
several other collectors in the South: E. C Perrow (p. 123), Frank C. Brown ( III, p. 217) and Leonard Roberts (pp. 190- 
91), whose text is very similar to Lunsford's. The line "I took it home and put it in the ooze" refers to the pasty 
mixture of hardwood ash and water in which the green hide is soaked to remove the hair. 

THE OLD GRAY MARE [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A19, ms. NC19 
Bascom Lamar Lunsford 
Asheville, North Carolina  
Oct. 19, 1925 

Oh, once I had an old gray mare, 
Once I had an old gray mare, 
Once I had an old gray mare, 
And I hitched her in and I thought I'd plow. 

  

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/Oldgraymare.mp3


Chorus: 
Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore, 
Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore, 
Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore, 
Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore. 

I hitched her in and I thought I'd plow, 
Hitched her in and I thought I'd plow,  
Hitched her in and I thought I'd plow, 
She swore by golly that she didn't know how. 

Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore, 
Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore. 

Down the meadow I followed her track, 
Down the meadow I followed her track, 
Down the meadow I followed her track, 
Found her in the mud hole flat on her back. 

Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore, 
Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore. 

I took a notion I was so stout, 
I took a notion I was so stout, 
I took a notion I was so stout, 
Took her by the tail and I snaked her out. 

Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore, 
Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore. 

I took a notion, It wa'n't no sin, 
I took a notion, and it wa'n't no sin,  
I took a notion, and it wa'n't no sin, 
Took out my knife and I ripped her skin. 

Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore,  
Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore. 

I took it home, I put in the ooze, 
Took it home, and I put in the ooze, 
Took it home and I put in the ooze, 
Saved it to make my winter shoes. 

Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore, 
Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore. 

Took it out and I put it in a log, 
Took it out and I put it in a log, 
Took it out and I put it in a log, 
Some old fool come snaked it off. 



Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore, 
Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore. 

My old gray mare is dead and gone, 
My old gray mare is dead and gone, 
My old gray mare is dead and gone, 
The darned old rip was-a hard on corn. 

Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore, 
Not a-gonna work for a nickel anymore. 

Spoken by Bascom Lamar Lunsford: Bascom Lamar Lunsford, who just sung the foregoing, learned it from Curtis Miles 
at Alexander, Buncombe County, North Carolina, near the home of Governor Zeb Banks, about Nineteen hundred. 

This is Lunsford's only recording of "Hesitation Blues"; he recorded relatively few blues during his career. In the 
September 23, 1926, issue of Adventure, Gordon wrote, "I am still much interested in early ‘blues' and ‘rags' and in 
those curious combinations made up partly of genuine folk material and partly of vaudeville or stage songs" ( p.189). 
This song surely fits his description of a "curious combination." 

Although W. C. Handy (p.94) copyrighted a "Hesitation Blues" in 1923 (He also recorded it), only the chorus bore 
much relation to the familiar song performed by Lunsford here. And versions of that song had already been collected 
by Frank C. Brown (III, p. 564) and Newman I. White (pp. 391, 325, 339, 398). White suggested that the song came 
from a "Hesitation Waltz" which was popular about 1914. Whatever the origin of the song, it was well known by the 
twenties. Handy did with this song as he did with a number of others—used it as a basis for his own more 
sophisticated composition. Other sophisticated performers included the song in their repertoires. Vaudeville 
comedian Al Bernard made two recordings of it during the twenties, and it was recorded in 1925 by Art Gillham, "The 
Whispering Pianist." In 1930 another white singer from North Carolina, Charlie Poole, recorded a version of the song 
under the title "If the River Was Whiskey." And there have been a number of other recordings and collections of the 
song since then. Gordon collected a version in California (Cal. 292A & B), received one from an Adventure reader 
(2120), and recorded another in North Carolina (A116, NC173). 
Each of Lunsford's stanzas is a floating verse which has appeared in other songs, generally blues. The formula "I ain't 
no _______ nor no _______'s son" was collected by White (p.398) and Scarborough (B, pp. 276-77) in various forms, 
and appears in Poole's recording. Bluesman Bo Carter constructed an entire song, "All Around Man," using this form. 
The second verse is most commonly found with the ballad "The Boll Weevil" (see Laws, p.255), which dates from the 
early twentieth century and was collected widely in the South during the twenties and thirties. 

The final verse is likewise a floater, but has turned up in recent years as a verse in the song "Big Ball's In Town" (NLCR, 
pp. 216-17) as recorded by North Carolinian J. E. Mainer and such groups as the Mountain Ramblers. The significance 
of the reference to "Coolidge meat skin at fifty cents a pound" is obscure, but it is interesting that Georgia singer 
Fiddlin' John Carson also used "Hesitation Blues" for two political compositions: "Tom Watson special" for the 1924 
Georgia gubernatorial campaign and "Georgia's Three-Dollar Tag" for Eugene Talmadge's 1932 campaign for the 
same post. 

HESITATION BLUES [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A41, ms. NC60 
Bascom Lamar Lunsford 
Asheville, North Carolina 
October 19, 1925 

Now I'm no teacher nor no teacher's son, 
But I can teach you how ‘til my papa comes. 

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/Hesitationblues.mp3


So say boys, how long must I have to wait? 
Can I get her now or must I hesitate? 

Talk about the boll weevil flyin' up in the air, 
Wherever he lights, he leaves his family there. 
Oh say boys, how long must I have to wait? 
Can I get her now or must I hesitate? 

Workin' on the railroad, sleepin' on the ground, 
Eatin' Coolidge meat skin at fifty cents a pound. 
Oh say boys, how much longer must I have to wait? 
Can I get her now or must I hesitate? 

"Not A-Gonna Lay My Religion Down" probably came to Lunsford directly or indirectly from Afro-American traditions. 
In a spoken announcement, not reproduced on this LP, Lunsford remarks only that he learned it from a "Mrs. 
Graniver at Marion." In tune, stanza form, and text it resembles a number of spirituals. See, for example, the songs 
"Hell and Heaven" published by the Lomaxes (pp. 588-91), and "I've Been Buked and I've Been Scorned" recorded in 
1917 or 1918 by the Tuskegee Institute Singers. Lunsford made another recording of this song in 1935 for the Archive 
of Folk Song (AFS 1830 B1). 

NOT A-GONNA LAY MY RELIGON DOWN [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A13, ms. NC13 
Bascom Lamar Lunsford 
Asheville, North Carolina 
October 19, 1925 

Ain't but one thing grieves my mind, 
Ain't but one thing grieves my mind, 
Ain't but one thing ‘at grieves my mind, 
Judgement day am a tryin' time. 

Chorus: 
Not a-gonna lay my religion down, 
Not a-gonna lay my religion down, 
Not a-gonna lay my religion down, 
Not a-gonna lay my religion down. 

My poor mother's dead and gone, 
My poor mother is dead and gone, 
My poor mother is dead and gone, 
Left me here to follow on. 

Not a-gonna lay my religion down, 
Not a-gonna lay my religion down, 
Not a-gonna lay my religion down, 
Not a-gonna lay my religion down. 

I've been tempted and I've been tried, 
I've been tempted and I've been tried, 
I've been tempted and I've been tried, 
Been to the river and I been baptized. 

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/Nota-gonna.mp3


Not a-gonna lay my religion down, 
Not a-gonna lay my religion down, 
Not a-gonna lay my religion down, 
Not a-gonna lay my religion down. 

God made me a living soul, 
God made me a living soul, 
God made me a living soul, 
Trained me [?] to sing while the ages roll. 

Band A4 

Like Lunsford, James G. and Nancy Weaver Stikeleather were residents of Asheville who shared Gordon's interest in 
folksong. Gordon left no notes about the Stikeleathers, but in 1930 when Dorothy Scarborough was collecting the 
songs that were to appear in A Song Catcher in Southern Mountains, she was introduced to 

Mr. And Mrs. J. G. Stikeleather, prominent in musical circles in Asheville, who were delightfully cooperative in my 
quest. They knew folk songs, mountain ballads, traditional folk songs, and Negro songs, and knew well how to sing 
them, so that the Dictaphone and I enjoyed some memorable sessions in their home. Mr. Stikeleather knew many 
songs he had learned from the Negroes employed by his family in his childhood -- some that I had not heard 
elsewhere -- which will appear in the book of Negro folk song which I hope to bring out soon. He had a remarkable 
recitative called "A Nigger Baptizing" as well as other gems. (Scarborough A, p. 73) 

Jim Stikeleather (1872-1948) had an uncle who owned a livery stable; here Jim learned some songs from black 
singers. "Brother Jonah" he heard at "an old Negro camp meeting in Iredell county," to the east of Asheville in 
Piedmont, North Carolina, "some fifteen or twenty years ago" (1905-10). It is interesting that many of the collectors 
working in North Carolina in this period recorded "Negro songs" from whites who had learned them, as Stikeleather 
did, from association with blacks. Not only Gordon but Lunsford, Frank C. Brown, and Newman Ivey White followed 
this pattern. In fact, most of the American song scholars at this time tended to collect from educated folksong 
enthusiasts who sought out the traditional singers of their own neighborhoods and learned songs in order to perform 
them. Perhaps someday a historian of folklore studies will investigate this phenomenon. 

Within six months of hearing J. D. Stikeleather's "Brother Jonah," Gordon had recorded another version of the 
sermon-spiritual from a black singer on the Georgia coast, J. A. S. Spencer, who titled his performance "Ninevah 
Land" (A561-2, GA343-4). Another of Gordon's Georgia coast informants, Henry Shaw, recorded a version under the 
title "The Bell Done Rung" for Lydia Parrish during the 1930s (pp. 164-65). The text she prints is shorter than the one 
given here; she explains that "it has been practically impossible to take down Henry's song as he sings it. When he 
recites it, he gives an entirely different version. If I ask the meaning of a line, he has to begin all over again -- and we 
never got very far." One surmises that the sermon portion of the text was improvised. Another and somewhat longer 
version of the song, from Georgia Sea Island singer John Davis, was collected in 1959-60 by Alan Lomax. 

Several spiritual collections print versions under the title "Humble Yo' Self De Bell Done Rung" -- Johnson (pp. 183-
89), Marsh (p.301) -- or other titles: Dett (pp. 12-13), Work (p.50). These versions retain the chorus heard here, but 
the verses do not carry the Jonah story. A version printed by Fenner (p. 87) presents the same chorus and has a 
chanted, sermon-like set of verses which do not, however, deal with the Jonah story. 

BROTHER JONAH [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A100, ms. NC145 
James G. Stikeleather 
Asheville, North Carolina 
November 11, 1925 

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/Brotherjonah.mp3


Brother Jonah trying to go on board; 
The ship went toddelin' down the shore. 
The captain on deck got troubled in his mind, 
And he searched that ship from the bottom to the top. 
He found brother Jonah right fast asleep; 
"A-wake up here you sleepy man; 
You've gone contrary to de Lord's command." 
He took brother Jonah and he cast him overboard; 
Along come a whale and swallowed him whole. 
The whale made out for the Ninevah land 
And cast brother Jonah out on dry sand. 
Up grow the gourdy vine over the crown; 
Along come an earthy worm and cut him down, 
Along came an earthy worm and cut him down, 
And there left a cross on Jonah's crown 

Chorus: 
Lead it humble, humble, 
Humble says [?], the bell's done rung, 
God, the glory, and the honor, 
Praise my Jesus; 
God, the glory and honor, 
Praise the Lamb, praise the Lamb. 

Spoken by J. D. Stikeleather: 
This song was heard at an old Negro camp meeting in Iredell county some fifteen or twenty years ago and is sung 
here tonight for the Harvard records by J. D. Stikeleather of Asheville, North Carolina, November eleventh, Nineteen 
twenty-five. 

Mrs. Stikeleather (1887- 1945) was a formally trained musician. Notice how she ends the song by rising to a final note 
consistent with art music convention. Both she and Mr. Stikeleather sang in local choirs -- according to their family, 
that is where they met. Also according to family reports, she often sang informally around the house. 
 
Scarborough published two songs from the Stikeleathers; one was "Georgie-O." In addition, the song was notated 
when Mrs. Stikeleather was interviewed by Susannah Wetmore and Marshall Bartholomew in September 1924, a 
year before Gordon arrived in Asheville. 

Like the collectors who preceded and followed him in recording Mrs. Stikeleather's "Georgie," Gordon recognized the 
uniqueness of the song. It has both an unusual tune and a text which gives evidence of long circulation in oral 
tradition, with it's heavy use of repetition and it's simplification in comparison to more recent, broadside-derived 
versions. "Georgie" is a version of Child ballad 209 "Geordie." Coffin classified this text as belonging to "Group D" of 
those collected in North America, noting that this is the only group which did not come directly or indirectly from 
British broadsides. Presumably, it derived from Scots oral tradition. This conclusion about the traditional nature of 
the text is reinforced by Bronson's classification of Mrs. Stikeleather's melody with his "Group A" of tunes for the 
ballad (III, pp. 268, 272-73). Hers is the only American instance of what is otherwise a group of Scots tunes.  

Gordon collected other versions of Child 209 from an Adventure correspondent (333) and a North Carolina informant 
(A176, NC260) 

  



GEORGIE [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A101, Item NC146 
Nancy Weaver Stikeleather 
Asheville, North Carolina 
November 11, 1925 

Come bridle me up my milk-white steed, 
The brown he ain't so able-o, 
While I ride down to Charlotte Town 
To plead for the life of my Georgie-o." 

When I got in sight of Charlotte Town, 
The gentlemen were so plenty-o, 
And the table was set, and supper was got, 
And the gentlemen were so merry-o. 

Come bridle me up my milk-white steed, 
The brown he ain't so able-o, 
While I ride down to Gallows Hill, 
To plead for the life of my Georgie-o. 

When I got in sight of Gallows Hill, 
The gentlemen were so plenty-o, 
And the gallows all 'round my Georgie's neck, 
And the rings of gold were so yellow-o. 

Then spoke that noble girl, 
She spoke most brief and sorry too, 
"I will lay you down ten-thousand pounds, 
If you'll spare the life of my Georgie-o" 

A-then spoke the noble judge, 
He spoke most brief and sorry too, 
"For to honor you both and for the money-o, 
I'll spare the life of your Georgie-o.  

Band A5 

Nowhere is Gordon's breadth of interest in folk music traditions more evident than in his recording of fiddle music. 
His twenty-seven tunes from six fiddlers in North Carolina represent one of the earliest field recordings of traditional 
fiddling. Although he wrote about fiddle songs he did not discuss fiddle music itself except to refer to its use as 
traditional dance music. John W. Dillon provided him with the largest number of tunes, twelve, and the three 
selected here demonstrate his ability. 

"Isaac Meddler" is a tune which has appeared under a number of different titles. See Jabbour (pp. 21-22) for a history 
of the tune, known to the Hammons family of West Virginia as "Camp Chase". As a strathspey, it appears in Scots 
tradition under the name "Marquis of Huntley's Farewell." It has been recorded a number of times in the south as 
"George Booker" (Krassen, p.84). Perhaps Dillon's title, like that of the Hammons family, had a local name legend 
attached to it. 
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ISAAC MEDDLER [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A48, Item NC77 
John W. Dillon 
Asheville, North Carolina 
October 22, 1925 

Spoken: That was "Isaac Meddler." 

Dillon's second tune, "Mississippi Sawyer," is widely known in both the United States and Canada under that title. An 
early version appeared in Knauff (1839), a publication with Virginia associations, under the title "Love From the 
Heart." Modern sets with the standard title have been published by Ford (p. 32), Thede (p. 117), Christeson (p.63) 
and Messer (p.10). Ford prints a tradition which ties the name to a fiddling sawmill owner who lived near the 
confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio rivers (p. 183), but Durfee and Jabbour suggest a more likely origin in the early 
use of the term "Mississippi sawyer" to describe an uprooted tree, which, pushed underwater by the current of the 
Mississippi river, was a hazard to shipping. Christeson mentions that one fiddler he collected the tune from thought it 
"descended from ‘The Downfall of Paris,'" printed as early as 1830 in Boston. It was recorded under this title by 
Pegram and Parham. Other recordings include those of Tanner, Messer, Summers, and Smith. 

MISSISSIPPI SAWYER [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A48, Item NC78 
John W. Dillon 
Asheville, North Carolina 
October 22, 1925 

Spoken: 
"Mississippi Sawyer" played by John W. Dillon, Asheville, October twenty-second, Nineteen twenty-five. 

"Sally Goodin" is one of the best-known southern fiddle tunes. Over fifty versions of it are listed in the Archive of Folk 
Song's indexes. One of Frank C. Brown's informants said that it was "played by fifers in the Confederate Army" (III, pp. 
350-51), which might explain it's wide distribution from Virginia to Texas as well as it's rarity (until recently) 
elsewhere in North America. In a chapter on "Fiddle Songs," Gordon discusses the non-narrative floating verses which 
accompanied dance songs. "Sally Goodin" is one such song. Ford prints a dance call (p. 209) and a number of verses 
(pp. 419-20). Brown and Randolph (III, pp.350-51) indicate that the song was used for play parties. 

Ford gives a version of the tune in regular tuning (p.64) and another in "discord" (p. 129), an EAEA tuning used here 
by Dillon. Thede gives a number of tune versions as well as words (pp. 32-33). Other published versions include those 
of Lowinger (p. 13), Maloy (p. 6), Cambiaire (p. 98), Bush (p.18), and Jameson (p. 15). 

The tune has been widely recorded, and the earliest and probably most significant recording is Robertson's 1923 
version. Other important recordings include those of Grayson and Whitter, McMichen, Monroe, Puckett, Riley, Smith 
(who uses a tuning similar to Dillon's) and Stoneman. The tune is also known as a banjo tune in North Carolina, where 
the recording of Earl Scruggs has been influential. 

SALLY GOODIN [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A49, Item NC79 
John W. Dillon 
Asheville, North Carolina 
October 22, 1925 

Spoken: 
That was "Sally Goodin." 

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/IsaacMeddler.mp3
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Band A6 

This version of "Old Granny Hare" was performed by Professor W. E. Bird of Cullowhee State Normal School at 
Cullowhee, Jackson County, North Carolina, in the mountains to the southwest of Asheville. Gordon's interest in the 
song had a number of dimensions. Like the fiddle tunes he recorded, it was an example of a "fiddle song" which went 
with dance music. Versions appear in Ford (pp. 30, 193-94), Lomaxes (pp.283-84), and the NLCR (pp. 124-25). Gordon 
recorded a performance of the song by Lunsford (A104, NC154). An early commercial recording of the song was 
made by the Powers family of Virginia. Brown (III, pp. 211-213) prints a number of versions under the title "Old Molly 
Hare," and the editors indicate that the earliest collected versions came from Afro-American singers. Many of 
Brown's North Carolina texts combine the song with another Afro-American folksong, "Mr. Rabbit," which suggests 
that originally the song may have been concerned with the familiar "Brer Rabbit" trickster figure from Negro 
folktales. 

Another facet of this particular version, which no doubt added to it's interest for Gordon, was that it combined the 
verses and tune of "Old Granny Hare/Molly Hare" with the chorus and one verse of another, probably older song, 
"The Old Sow." Although he did not comment on this connection in his writings, Gordon did print a cowboy version, 
"The Old Cow," in his article on "Cowboy Songs" (Gordon, pp. 105-6). Brown (III, p. 218) collected this song separately 
in North Carolina. Randolph, who collected versions in the Ozarks (III, pp. 149-50), notes early versions of the song 
under the title "The Red Herring," published by Newell as a game song (B, p.238) and by Sharp in a version from 
Somerset. Sharp (B, pp. 283-86), believed it had magical or ritualistic origins. But, typically, American versions 
substitute a comical refrain: "The old sow died with the measles in the spring." In any event, this text appears to be 
unique in its combination of this song with the "Old Molly/Granny Hare" song, representing a fascinating mixture of 
British, African, and American traditions. 

OLD GRANNY HARE [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A71, Item NC108 
W. E. Bird 
Cullowhee, North Carolina 
October 28, 1925 

Old Granny Hare, a-what you doin' there? 
Runnin' through the cotton patch as hard as I can tear 

Chorus: 
Wheat bread or corn bread or any such a thing, 
The old sow died with the measles in the spring. 

Old Granny Hare, a-what yer doin' there? 
Sittin' in the corner smokin' a cigar. 

Wheat bread or corn bread or any such a thing, 
The old sow died with the measles in the spring. 

The old sow's leg or the old sow's tail, 
I'll make as good a hammer as ever drove a nail. 

Wheat bread or corn bread or any such a thing, 
The old sow died with the measles in the spring. 
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Band A7 

Gordon recorded "Single Girl" by Julius Sutton (d. 1947) of Dillsboro, near Cullowhee in Jackson County, on the same 
day that he recorded the previous song. The song has been collected in a number of parts of the South; both Brown 
(III, pp. 54-56) and Belden (p. 437-39) report versions and give references to other published collections of the song. 
Gordon's Adventure correspondents sent him four versions of the song in manuscript (2744, 2779[2], 3237), and he 
recorded another version from a North Carolina singer on cylinder (A93, NC137). Kentucky singer Cousin Emmy made 
a commercial recording of it in the mid-forties. Sutton's version is textually and melodically similar to most of the 
other versions of the song, and is distinguished by his fine performance in classic mountain style. 

SINGLE GIRL [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A79, Item NC117 
Julius Sutton 
Dillsboro, North Carolina 
October 28, 1925 

Come all you young ladies, let me tell you right, 
Oh, I'd never marry, I'd live a single life. 

Chorus: 
O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl, 
O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl again. 

When I was single my shoes they did squeak, 
But now I am married my shoes they go leak. 

O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl, 
O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl again. 

When I was single I dressed very fine, 
But now I am married I go ragged all the time. 

O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl, 
O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl again 

There's dishes to wash and spring to go to; 
There's no one to help me, I have it all to do. 

O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl, 
O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl again 

When I was single I dressed like a lady, 
But now I am married I go ragged all the time 

O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl, 
O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl again 

When I was single I dressed very fine, 
But now I am married I go ragged all the time. 
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O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl, 
O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl again 

Yonder he comes with a bottle in his hand, 
Wishing I was dead and he had another dram. 

O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl, 
O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl again 

One thing I do hate and one I do dread, 
To hear my little children crying for bread. 

One says to Papa, "I want a piece of bread," 
The other'n says to Mama, "I want to go to bed." 

O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl, 
O-o-oh, I wish I was a single girl again 

Spoken: 
Sung by Julius Sutton, Dillsboro [?], North Carolina, October the twenty- eighth, Nineteen hundred and twenty-five. 

Band A8 

Gordon printed another text of "Prisoner's song" in Adventure for January 1, 1927, with the following introduction: 

The third song most of you will recognize. A few months ago I read that the "author" had recently died in Texas. I 
don't believe it! Or should I be more frank and say -- I know better! At any rate, send me all the knowledge you have 
as to the age of the song, the places where it has been sung, and when -- the men reputed to have written it or any 
part of it. The story is a mighty interesting one. I have most of the facts already, but I want a mass of backing up from 
you, such a mass that no one can ever question my facts when I bring them out. And some day, in the not far distant 
future, I will bring them out for all you to read. 

Gordon is referring here to Guy Massey, who coauthored the popular "Prisoner's Song" -- a million seller in Vernon 
Dalhart's 1925 recording and on the same record with "The Wreck of the Old 97." The words of Dalhart's "Prisoner's 
song" were provided by his cousin Guy Massey and the tune by New York orchestra leader and Victor employee Nat 
Shilkret (Hayden, pp. 101-3). Massey's text was based on several earlier songs, including the English folksong "Here's 
Adieu To All Judges and Juries" (see Sharp, A, pp. 226-28), and the nineteenth-century English broadside "Meet Me 
By the Moonlight" (Wilgus, pp. 97-98). 

Gordon's query produced a number of versions of the Dalhart song as well as a few copies (2375, 2384) of the 
present song, which Belden and Hudson, in their notes to "Seven Long Years" as collected by Frank C. Brown, call 
"quite distinct from 'The Prisoner's Song'" and related songs (III, pp. 416-17). What makes it distinctive is the chorus 
and tune of the song. Although the origins of the song are obscure, Brown collected several versions in North 
Carolina and several other southern versions. Others were collected in Nova Scotia by MacKenzie (p. 303) and 
Creighton (p. 309). While Belden and Hudson strove to disassociate this song from the "Prisoner's Song/Meet Me In 
the Moonlight" cycle, Gordon's impulse was to fit it into the larger pattern; for he viewed himself as a scientific 
detective, on the trail of folksong origins. This can be seen in his introduction to the readers of Adventure for this 
song. Wherever possible he approached his collecting with a problem in mind and sought to obtain multiple variants 
of songs which would help him solve the problem. 

 



PRISONER'S SONG [MP3 file]  
Gordon cyl. A119-20, Item NC176 
Ernest Helton, with banjo accompaniment 
Biltmore, North Carolina 
November 20, 1925 

Well, it's hard to be locked up in prison 
'way from your friends and your home, 
With the cold iron bars all around you 
And a pillow that is made out of stone. 

Chorus: 
Lone and sad, sad and lone, 
Sitting in my cell all alone; 
Thinking of the days that's gone by me, 
Of the days when I knew I had a home. 

[False Start] 

Lone and sad, sad and lone, 
Sitting in my cell all alone; 
Thinking of the days that's gone by me, 
Of the days when I knew I had a home. 

Seven long years I been in prison, 
Seven long years yesterday, 
For knocking a man down in the alley 
And taking his gold watch and chain. 

*Chorus 

I once had a father and a mother, 
I wonder if they ever think of me; 
I once had a sister and a brother 
Dwelled in a [?] cottage by the sea 

*Chorus 

I am going to a new jail tomorrow, 
I'm leaving the ones that I love. 
I'm leaving my friends and relations, 
And oh how lonely my home. 

*Chorus 

*NOTE: The last three choruses have been omitted from this LP because of technical difficulties in copying the 
original cylinder. 
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Band A9  

"Lets Go To Bury" is not a common spiritual, although Gordon collected it from three other singers in Georgia (A371, 
GA139; A212, GA6; A391, GA158). Gordon printed a version -- perhaps this one, although the name of the singer is 
not given and the final verse as printed differs from the one given here -- from "The Asheville Collection" in his article 
on "Negro Spirituals from Georgia" (pp. 24-25). He commented upon the repetition in the song, which he thought 
appropriate for a "burying song." Sandburg (p.473) printed the final two verses of the song as given here, and said of 
it: "This Negro spiritual to be heard on the coast of Georgia is from a series of Negro spirituals recorded on 
phonograph cylinders for the extensive collection of R. W. Gordon." Gordon later spoke of Sandburg's haphazard 
methods of collecting, which may account for Sandburg's attributing this text, recorded in North Carolina, to 
Gordon's Georgia collection. On the other hand, Gordon himself does not seem to have used the verses of this 
recording completely for his own "North Carolina" text as printed in Folk Songs of America.  

Although the line "Way over in the new burying ground" appears here, this song should not be confused with the 
more familiar black gospel song of that title. Gellert did collect a version of this "Let's Go To Bury" (pp. 46-47) during 
the thirties. 

LET'S GO TO BURY [MP3 file]  
Gordon cyl. A183, ms. NC272 
Rev. A. G. Holly 
Brickton, North Carolina 
December 14, 1925 

Chorus: 
Come on, come on, let's go to buryin', 
Come on, come on, let's go to buryin', 
Come on, come on, let's go to buryin', 
Way over in the new buryin' ground. 

I have a father way over yonder,  
I have a father way over yonder, 
I have a father way over yonder, 
Way over in the new buryin' ground. 

Come on, come on, let's go to buryin', 
Come on, come on, let's go to buryin', 
Come on, come on, let's go to buryin', 
Way over in the new buryin' ground. 

The hammer keeps a ringin' on somebody's coffin, 
The hammer keeps a ringin' on somebody's coffin, 
Hammer keeps a ringin' on somebody's coffin, 
Way over in the new buryin' ground. 

Come on, come on, let's go to buryin', 
Come on, come on, let's go to buryin', 
Come on, come on, let's go to buryin', 
Way over in the new buryin' ground. 
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Somebody's dyin' way over yonder, 
Somebody's dyin' way over yonder, 
Somebody's dyin' way over yonder, 
Way over in the new buryin' ground. 

Come on, come on, let's go to buryin', 
Come on, come on, let's go to buryin', 
Come on, come on, let's go to buryin', 
Way over in the new buryin' ground. 

Spoken by Reverend A. G. Holly: 
That [?] by Reverend A. G. Holly, Brickton, North Carolina, December the fourteenth, Nineteen twenty-five. 

Band B1 

Darien, Georgia, the childhood home of Mrs. Gordon, was Gordon's "field station" for over two years, 1926-28. 
Located on the coast of Georgia, this town was ideally situated for the study of Afro-American folksong. The Carolina 
and Georgia sea coast blacks spoke a dialect (Gullah) thought to represent the earliest mixing of English with African 
languages. Gordon hoped to find folksong evidence of similar mixture. This led him to spirituals, of which he collected 
a substantial number. "Deep Down In My Heart" was performed by one of his best Darien informants, W. M. (Billy) 
Givens. Gordon later recorded a variant of this song from the white singer Betty Bush Winger (Record 8A), who is 
discussed below. 

DEEP DOWN IN MY HEART [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A279, Item GA69 
W. M. (Billy) Givens 
Darien, Georgia 
March 19, 1926 

Lord, you know I love everybody, 
Deep down in my heart. 
Lord, you know I love everybody, 
Deep down in my heart. 
Lord, you know I love everybody, 
Deep down in my heart. 
Amen, Amen, Amen. 
Lord, you know I love my preacher, etc. 
Lord, you know I love my deacon, etc. 
Lord, you know I love my brother, etc. 
Lord, you know I love my Savior, etc. 
Lord, you know I love everybody, etc. 

Spoken: 
W. M. Givens, Darien [?], Georgia, March the nineteenth, Nineteen twenty-six. 

In his article on "Negro Spirituals from Georgia," Gordon describes the context in which these songs were performed. 
He urges the reader to "Go, on a Tuesday evening, to the smallest wooden church in a country district, and slip 
quietly into the last of the rough-hewn wooden benches" (p. 20). He describes the preparations of the sexton, the 
gathering of the congregation and the preacher's first hymn, lined out "just as he heard the white preacher do it 
seventy years ago … It is not a spiritual, but an old hymn of the camp-meeting type." A deacon is called upon for the 
first or "mourner's" prayer, and Gordon describes the congregations response, which leads up to the first spiritual: 

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/Deepdowninmy.mp3


The older women are swaying back and forth, and one of them is tapping nervously with her foot. When finally in the 
course of his prayer he mentions something that calls to mind the words of an old spiritual, this same woman who is 
tapping begins, probably quite unconsciously, to croon it almost under her breath. The spark catches, others near her 
join in, and the crooning becomes an audible under-tone -- "Jesus, Jesus, is my ond-ly friend, Jesus, Jesus, is my ond-
ly friend, Jesus, Jesus is my ond-ly friend; King Jesus is my ond-ly friend." Louder and louder it grows as more and 
more join in till it seems actually to compete with the prayer. The deacon pauses a second, ceases abruptly his 
chanting, and drops into prose for a concluding line or so. And as he ceases the spiritual bursts forth free of all 
restraint: (here Gordon gives two stanzas of "Jesus is My Only Friend," p. 21). 

Bessie Shaw and her husband Henry were the persons in the service Gordon described, and it was Bessie Shaw 
whose singing he transcribed in his article. Gordon's comment at the end of this recording indicates his awareness of 
the way in which the song was performed in context at church meeting. As mentioned in the note to "Brother 
Jonah," Henry Shaw was an important informant not only for Gordon but also for Lydia Parrish. As in Asheville, the 
outside collector relied upon local contacts, in this case the Shaws, for guidance and collectanea. Gordon recorded 
two other performances of this song (A308, GA97; A408, GA178) and an additional manuscript text (GA388) -- all 
from Georgia, and Ballanta- (Taylor) also published a version from St. Helena Island (pp. 6-7). 

JESUS IS MY ONLY FRIEND [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A341, Item GA120 
Bessie Shaw 
Oakhill, Georgia 
April 10, 1926 

*Oh go back doctor you done come too late, 
Go back doctor you done come too late, 
Go back doctor you done come too late, 
Lord, Jesus is my only friend. 

*If you ain't got Jesus you ain't got no friend, 
Ain't got Jesus, you ain't got no friend, 
Ain't got Jesus you ain't got no friend, 
Lord, Jesus is my only friend. 

*Conscience, conscience, conscience [?] taught me to pray, 
Conscience, conscience, conscience taught me to pray, 
Conscience, conscience, conscience taught me to pray, 
Lord, Jesus is my only friend. 

*If you ain't got Jesus, you ain't got no friend, 
Ain't got Jesus, you ain't got no friend, 
Ain't got Jesus, you ain't got no friend, 
Lord, Jesus is my only friend. 

*When friends and relations turn their backs on you, 
Friends and relations turn their backs on you, 
When friends and relations turn their backs on you, 
Lord, Jesus is my only friend. 

*Lord, when my wrong becomes a public hall, 
When my wrong becomes a public hall, 
When my wrong becomes a public hall, 
Lord, Jesus is my only friend. 

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/Jesusismyonly.mp3


When my face becomes a looking glass, 
Lord, when my face becomes a looking glass, 
When my face becomes a looking glass, 
Lord, Jesus is my only friend. 

Spoken by Bessie Shaw: 
Sung by Bessie Shaw, Oakhill, Georgia, April the tenth, Nineteen twenty-six. 

Spoken by R. W. Gordon: 
The last verse should also appear in this song as the first verse. 

*Not reproduced on this LP due to the poor audio quality on this portion of the original recording. 

Although the story of the prodigal son has been the subject of a number of songs, this one is apparently known only 
in the Georgia coast region. Gordon collected another version of it from Henry Shaw (A328, GA113). 

GLORY TO GOD, MY SON'S COME HOME [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A401, Item GA171 
J. D. Purdy 
Place not given -- near Darien 
Date not given -- ca. 1926 

The young prodigal son 
Boy said to his father one day, 
"Hey father, give me the portion for me." 
Father begin to divide, 
Oh Mother she did cry, 
Cryin', "Glory to God, my son come home." 

Chorus: 
Oh, glory to God, my son come home, done come home, 
Oh, glory to God, my son come home, come home, 
Well he done come home from sinnin' and crying, 
He done come home from feedin' the swine, 
Crying glory to God, my son come home. 

A young prodigal son 
Way off in the distant land, 
As long as he had money 
He had plenty of friends, 
But as soon as his money was gone, 
I declare he had no home, 
Crying "Glory to God, my son come home." 

Oh, glory to God, my son come home, done come home, 
Oh, glory to God, my son come home, come home, 
Well he done come home from sinnin' and crying, 
He done come home from feedin' the swine, 
Crying glory to God, my son come home. 

  

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/Glorytogod.mp3


Band B2 

Fieldwork in Georgia gave Gordon an opportunity to do problem-oriented research in an area of folksong which, 
during the twenties, was the focus of extensive debate. Just as he sought evidence to establish the history of ballads 
like "Old 97" and lyric songs like "The Prisoner's Song," he also sought the origin and development of spirituals. 

The debate about spirituals, which began after the Civil War, arose from the question of whether they were of black 
or white origin and, depending on one's point of view, whether they had been altered by one group or the other. 
Gordon spoke to the question twice; once in his article "Negro Chants," in Folk-Songs of America and again in "The 
Negro Spiritual," his contribution to the 1931 book The Carolina Low-Country (Smythe, pp. 191-222). In both articles 
he used as his principal piece of evidence Mary Mann's first song on this record. 

Gordon believed that "a monotonous sing song chant its rhythm sometimes closely imitating that of a drum" 
(Gordon, p. 34) represented the Negro's earliest attempt at religious song composition in English. These, which had 
as their unit the single line or, at most, the couplet, and in which the chorus was used irregularly (perhaps only when 
the singer was trying to remember more verses), were "prior to regular adoption of white models." When such songs 
were sung in a group, the refrain was carried on in a nearly continuous way, providing a "basing" over which the lead 
soared. 

Mary C. Mann's "Ol' Man Satan/Drive Ol' Satan Away" was evidence, Gordon believed, of "the earliest text of a Negro 
spiritual that has ever been published." He explained: 

This song was a favorite with Amelia, a slave brought to this country prior to 1800 from the island of Madagascar. She 
taught it to her grand-daughter, Violet, and she in turn taught it to her granddaughter, Mary, from whom I obtained 
it. Amelia was one of a number of slaves captured by the British in the war of 1812 and taken to Nassau, in the 
Bahama Islands, whence she never returned. She must, therefore, have sung the song prior to this time. The 
evidence rests entirely upon tradition, but the scrupulous accuracy of my informant in many other statements made 
to me -- statements that I have been able to check in historical documents -- leads me to place great trust in her 
account (p. 39). 

He then printed the text. In his 1931 essay he called this an example of a pre-stanzic Negro spiritual which "proceeds 
in surges rather than in stanzas" (Smythe, p. 215). Gordon collected several songs in Georgia which parallel these 
texts (GA401, GA447). 

The song given here represents the usable portions of the two cylinders on which Gordon recorded it. Therefore this 
recording varies at several points from the texts as published by Gordon. In particular, the last six verses are omitted. 

OL' MAN SATAN/ DRIVE OL' SATAN AWAY [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A347-8, Item GA124 
Mary C. Mann 
Darien, Georgia 
April 12, 1926 

Oh, old man Satan 
Glory hallelujah 
I think I ought to know you 
Glory hallelujah  
Oh, old man Satan 
Glory hallelujah  
I think I ought to know you 
Glory hallelujah  
Set you'self in de corner 

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/Olmansatan.mp3


Glory hallelujah  
Rub your face with ashes 
Glory hallelujah  
You call yourself a Jesus 
Glory hallelujah  
I think I ought to know you 
Glory hallelujah  
I know you by your red eye 
Glory hallelujah 
I know you by your cow horn 
Glory hallelujah  
Or, old man Satan 
Glory hallelujah  
You cheat me once already 
Glory hallelujah  
You cheat my oldest father 
Glory hallelujah  
You cheat my oldest mother 
Glory hallelujah  
You cheat even Adam 
Glory hallelujah  
I think I ought to know you 
Glory hallelujah  
I think I ought to know you 
Glory hallelujah  
I think I ought to know you 
Glory hallelujah  
Come, my brother Johnny 
Glory hallelujah  
Come help me drive old Satan 
Glory halle— 

Drive him out the back door, hallelujah 
Drive old Satan away, my Lord 
Drive old Satan, hallelujah 
Drive old Satan away 

Far as he will go, hallelujah, 
Drive old Satan away, 
Drive him out the back door, hallelujah, 
Drive old Satan away. 

Drive him out the grog shop, hallelujah, 
Drive old Satan away, my Lord 
Drive him to the woodside, hallelujah, 
Drive old Satan away. 

I think I ought to know him, hallelujah, 
Drive old Satan away, 
Cheat my oldest mother, hallelujah, 
Drive old Satan away. 



Mary Mann's second song is, in her words, a "boat song". Such songs are familiar in the Georgia Sea Islands. In 
"Negro Work Songs From Georgia," Gordon described the rowing songs which he collected. He found them "very 
close to spirituals—some of them are spirituals slightly made over." He described the long boats—cypress dug outs—
and their crews of six to eight manning long sweeps, and then the songs as they were sung: 

The leader always sang the verses, usually in tenor voice, and the other rowers chanted the refrain in lower key. 
There was no pause, the lines overlapping each other with curious effectiveness. Though I print the songs in stanzaic 
form, the stanzas were not apparent in the singing (Gordon, p. 17). 

This song, like Mann's first, shares the non-stanzaic construction noted by Gordon for rowing songs. The contrast 
between strophic construction found in European folksong and the litany form found in Africa supports Gordon's 
argument that these songs in Mann's repertoire represent an early stage in the progress from African to Afro-
American folksong traditions. Gordon collected several other rowing songs from Mann; he also collected another 
version of "Finger Ring" from a Darien informant (A285, GA75). Mann's statement at the end refers to Mrs. (Roberta 
Paul) Gordon, whom Mann had known since childhood. 

FINGER RING [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A345, Item GA122 
Mary C. Mann 
Darien, Georgia 
April 12, 1926 

I lost mama's finger ring, finger ring, the finger ring, 
I lost mama finger ring, finger ring, the finger ring, 
I lost my mama finger ring, finger ring, the finger ring. 
I lost my mama finger ring, finger ring, the finger ring. 

I know how, I know how to row the boat, 
I know how, I know how to row the boat, 
I know how to row the boat, I can row the boat just so, finger ring, the finger ring. 
I can row the boat just so, finger ring, the finger ring. 

I can row, I can row the Bumble Bee, 
I can how, I know how to row the Bee, 
I know how to row the Bee, Bumble Bee, the Bumble Bee. 

I know how to row the Bee, the Bumble Bee, the Bumble Bee. 
I know how to row the boat, the Bumble Bee, the Bumble Bee. 
I know how to row the boat, the Bumble Bee, the Bumble Bee. 

I lost mama, I lost mama finger ring, 
I lost mama, I lost my mama finger ring, finger ring, the finger ring, finger ring, the finger ring. 
I know how to row the boat, Bumble Bee, Bumble Bee. 

Spoken: 
This is Miss Roberta Paul's, Paul's "boat song" that I have sung just now—the "Finger Ring." She like that. Sung by 
Mary C. Mann, Darien, Georgia, Macintosh county, April the twelfth, Nineteen twenty-six.  
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Band B3 

From rowing songs to sea shanties in black song tradition is a logical step, for during the nineteenth-century black 
seamen and dock workers had an important effect upon shantying traditions. J. A. S. Spencer's "Blow Boys Blow" is 
what Gordon called a "quick time" shanty (Gordon, p. 14) with an unusual text and a familiar refrain. Doboy sound is 
on the Atlantic coast of Georgia, just north of Darien. 

BLOW BOYS BLOW (1) [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. A479, Item GA252 
J. A. S. Spencer 
Darien, Georgia [?] 
May 11, 1926 

The prettiest girl in Doboy town, 
Blow, boys, blow. 
Her name is fancy Nellie Brown, 
Blow, my bully boys, blow. 
 
Chorus: 
Heave her high and let her go, 
Blow, boys, blow. 
Heave her high and let her blow, 
Oh, blow, my bully boys, blow. 

The prettiest girl I ever knew, 
Blow, boys, blow. 
She wear the red morraca shoe, 
Oh, blow, my bully boys, blow. 

The prettiest girl I ever saw, 
Blow, boys, blow. 
She's always riding the white horse, 
Oh, blow, my bully boys, blow. 

The prettiest boy in Doboy town, 
Blow, boys, blow. 
His name is Little Johnny Brown, 
Oh blow, my bully boys, blow. 

Heave her high and let her go, 
Blow, boys, blow. 
Heave her high and jam her low, 
Oh, blow, my bully boys, blow. 

It is not known where or when Gordon recorded A. Wilkins, who sang good versions of both "Blow Boys Blow" and 
"Haul Away" in a splendid voice. Adventure correspondents sent Gordon four other versions of this "Blow Boys Blow" 
(770, 1033, 1642, 2362). It is a well known song which has been frequently collected; see Doerflinger (pp. 25-29, 
327), Hugill (pp. 224-30), and Colcord (pp. 7-8). 
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BLOW BOYS BLOW (2) [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. G100, Item Misc.188 
A. Wilkins [?] 
Place and date unknown 

Oh, blow, my boys, for I love to hear you, 
Blow, boys, blow; 
Oh blow, my boys, for I long to hear you, 
Blow, my bully boys, blow. 

Oh, a Yankee ship dropping down the river, 
Blow, boys, blow; 
It's a Yankee ship dropping down the river, 
Blow, my bully boys, blow. 

Now, how do you know she's a Yankee clipper? 
Blow, boys, blow; 
Her spars and decks they shine like silver, 
Blow, my bully boys, blow. 

Oh who do you think was the chief mate of her? 
Blow, boys, blow; 
Oh, Skys'l Taylor, the Frisco slugger, 
Blow, my bully boys, blow. 

And who do you think was the chief cook of her? 
Blow, boys, blow; 
Oh big black Sam, the Baltimore nigger, 
Blow, my bully boys, blow. 

And what do you think we had for dinner? 
Blow, boys, blow; 
A monkey's legs and a monkey's liver, 
Blow, my bully boys, blow. 

And what do you think we had for supper? 
Blow, boys, blow; 
The starboard side of an old sou'wester, 
Blow, my bully boys, blow. 

"Haul Away" also is a well-known shanty, with many different verses. The testimony of sailors is that this song was 
one to which improvisation occurred freely, and the verses which Wilkins sings here are a mixture of the familiar 
(verse one) and the novel (verse two). See Doerflinger (pp. 4-6, 338), Hugill (pp. 358-61), and Colcord (p. 3) for 
further references. Gordon collected a version of this in California (Cal. 249). 
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HAUL AWAY [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. G100, Item Misc.190 
A. Wilkins [?] 
Eastern U. S. [?] 
1930-32 [?] 

Away, haul away, a-haul away, my Rosie, 
Away, haul away, a-haul away, Joe. 

I wish I was in Ireland, a diggin' turf an' taters, 
Away, haul away, a-haul away, Joe; 
But now I'm in a Yankee ship, a-pullin cleats and braces, 
Away, haul away, a-haul away, Joe. 

Once I loved an Irish gal and she was double jointed, 
Away, haul away, a-haul away, Joe; 
I thought she had a double chin but I was disappointed, 
Away, haul away, a-haul away, Joe. 

Away, haul away, the old man he's a-growlin', 
Away, haul away, a-haul away, Joe; 
Away, haul away, our oats are growing mouldy; 
Away, haul away, a-haul away, Joe. 
Away, haul away, the bloody ship is rollin', 
Away, haul away, a-haul away, Joe. 

Band B4 

After finishing his performance of "The Wagon" Ben Harney (1871-1938) announced to Gordon's recording machine: 
"This is absolutely the first song published in ragtime; the first song ever written in ragtime. The idea was conceived 
by Ben Harney, in Louisville, Kentucky." The remainder of his statement was indistinct, but he continued to tell of his 
central role in the introduction of ragtime to the American public. 

In 1924 the New York Times called Harney "a white man who had a fine Negro shouting voice, [who] probably did 
more to popularize ragtime than any other person." He had heard the "new music" in Louisville, became "adept at 
it," and brought it to New York, where he appeared at the Weber and Fields Music Hall, introducing it in a "first-class 
theater"(Berlin, p 49). In recent years ragtime pianist Eubie Blake has asserted that Harney was actually an Afro-
American who succeeded in "passing" as white. 

In 1918 Harney "offered to leave the profession and forfeit one hundred dollars if anyone could submit a rag 
predating his own ragtime songs, the earliest being ‘You've Been A Good Old Wagon But You've Done Broke Down' 
(1895) and ‘Mister Johnson, Turn Me Loose' (1896)" (Berlin, p.49). He was not challenged. But even at the time it was 
obvious that his primary claim was not for originating the form, but for bringing it to the attention of the public 
through his vaudeville performances. He went on to a career which included a number of innovative uses of ragtime, 
such as performing classical piano pieces in ragtime style. He also published the first ragtime piano primer, The 
Ragtime Instructor, in 1897 (Ewen, pp. 166-67). 

Harney was forced to retire in 1923, after a heart attack, and spent his final years in poverty and declining health in 
Philadelphia (Blesh, pp. 225-30). It is not known when or where Gordon recorded him, but an indistinct 
announcement on one of the five cylinders which he made seems to place the session on September 9, 1925, about a 
month before Gordon's first North Carolina recordings of Lewey and Noell. 

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/Haulaway.mp3


Though it is uncertain when Gordon made the recordings, there is no doubt about his interest in ragtime and in 
Harney, who was "evidence" for the use of black music in the context of white entertainment. Ragtime's beginnings 
and popularity represented a recurrent theme in American music—the assimilation of an Afro-American folk form by 
national popular music. Gordon was interested in other manifestations of this process—minstrel music and 
spirituals—and in this interest anticipated the thought and viewpoint which many later scholars took towards various 
forms of jazz and, most recently, rock music. 

The song itself is deceptively simple; Harney's syncopated piano accompaniment is more "ragtime" than his singing, 
although it is hard to tell from this performance how Harney would have sounded with a piano accompaniment. The 
tune is similar to that of "The Crawdad Song," and almost all the verses can be found in standard folksong collections. 
For instance, a single collection—Volume III of the Frank C. Brown omnibus from North Carolina—contains at least 
four songs which have elements of either verse or structure which parallel "The Wagon": "The Dummy Line" (p. 521), 
"Sugar Babe" (p. 550), and "Went Down Town" and "Standin' On The Street Doin' No Harm" (p. 562). Of course, 
because Harney published his text in 1895 and performed it frequently for the next thirty years, it is quite possible 
that at least some of the texts recorded by folksong collectors during the early decades of this century reflect the 
popularity of Harney's song. 

THE WAGON [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. G24, Item misc.37 
Ben Harney 
Philadelphia, Pa. [?] 
Sept 9, 1925 [?] 

Well, jumped on the dummy, didn't have no fare this mornin', 
Jumped on the dummy didn't have no fare, this mornin', 
Jumped on the dummy didn't have no air, 
Went around the circle didn't get no where, 
This mornin', this evenin'. 

Standin' on the corner, wasn't doin' no harm, this mornin', 
Standin' on the corner, wasn't doin' no harm, oh, this mornin', 
Standin' on the corner, wasn't doin' no harm, 
When a copper a-grabbed me by my arm 
A-this mornin'. 

Judge asked a-me what a-had I done, this mornin', 
Judge asked a-me what a-had I done, this mornin', 
Judge asked me what a-had I done, 
You standing on the corner just a-grabbing a gun 
A-this mornin'. 
Judge says, "I get..." 

Judge and the jury they sent for me, this mornin', 
Judge and the jury they said to me, this mornin', 
Judge and the jury they said to me, 
You killed three niggers in the first degree 
A-this mornin'. 
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Well, bye bye, my honey, if you call it gone, a-this mornin', 
Bye bye my honey if you call it gone, a-this evenin', 
Bye bye my honey if you call it gone, 
You been a good old wagon but you done broke down 
This mornin', this evenin', so soon. 

Well a-lookin' for the one big hand-out a-this mornin', 
Looking for the one big hand-out a-this mornin', 
Looking for the one big hand-out, 
That make my body so stiff and stout 
A-this mornin', this evenin', so soon. 

Band B5 

Nellie Galt of Louisville was from a prominent local family and, like some of Gordon's informants in Asheville, was a 
trained singer who had developed an interest in folksong. A manuscript containing 115 of her songs, obtained about 
1928, is in the Archive of Folk Song. Presumably Gordon recorded her at about the same time. Gordon said of ballads: 

Ballads are the unquestioned aristocrats of the folk-song world. They have the most poetry, the highest literary 
values; they represent the culmination of a long period of growing folk technique and artistry. 

But for this very reason they are not fully representative. They are true folk-songs, but of a limited and peculiar type, 
with a special technique all their own. They occupy one tiny corner of an immense field. To the great body of folk-
song they stand in much the same relation as does the short story to prose fiction, or the one-act play to drama. 
(Gordon, p.64) 

"Milk White Steed" is a version of Child ballad #75, "Lord Lovel." This is Coffin's type A, the most common version, 
one which has wide distribution in North America because of its printing as a London broadside (Coffin, pp.72-3). As 
Coffin and others have noted, the contrast between the tragic story and the sprightly gait of the tune have made the 
song a popular candidate for burlesque; certainly the repetition in the fourth line of this version lends itself to that 
interpretation. 

Gordon had five versions of this ballad from Adventure correspondents (423, 879, 1795, 2182, 2596), collected a 
version in California (Cal. 334), and received two other versions in manuscripts sent to the Archive of Folk Song 
(Newcombe MS. 4, p. 22; Purcell MS., p. 17). 

MILK WHITE STEED [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. D1-1 (G96), Item Galt 3 (Misc.164) 
Nellie Galt 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Ca. 1928 [?] 

Lord Lovel he stood at his castle door 
A-stroking his milk-white steed. 
The lady Nancy came riding by 
All looking for Lovel was she, she, she, 
All looking for Lovel was she. 
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"And where are you going, Lord Lovel," she cried, 
"Oh where are you going," cried she. 
"I'm going away for a year and a day 
"Far countries for to see, see, see, 
"Far countries for to see." 

He'd hardly been gone a year and a day 
Far countries for to see, 
When languishing thoughts came into his mind 
Concerning his lady Nancy, -cy, -cy,  
Concerning his lady Nancy. 

So he rode and he rode on his milk-white steed 
Till he came to London Town; 
And there he heard St. Patrick's bell 
And the people a-mournin' around, ‘round, ‘round, 
And the people a-mournin' around. 

"Is anyone dead?" Lord Lovel, he cried, 
"Is anyone dead?" cried he. 
"A noble lady's dead," the people replied, 
"And they call her the Lady Nancy, -cy, -cy, 
"They call her Lady Nancy." 

So he ordered the grave to be open wide, 
And the shroud to be laid aside, 
And there he kissed her cold clay lips 
While the tears came trickling down, down, down, 
While the tears came trickling down. 

The Lady Nancy, she died today, 
Lord Lovel he died tomorrow; 
The Lady Nancy she died of true love, 
Lord Lovel he died of true sor-ro-ro-row, 
Lord Lovel he died of true sorrow. 

And they buried him in St. Patrick's church, 
And they buried her in the choir. 
And out of her bosom there grew a red rose, 
And out of her lover's a briar, -riar, -riar, 
And out of her lover's a briar. 

And they grew and they grew to the church steeple top, 
Till there they could grow no higher; 
So there they entwined in a true lover's knot, 
For all true lovers to admire, -ire, -ire, 
For all true lovers to admire. 

Nellie Galt's "Mulberry Hill" is what Gordon called a "Nursery Song." Such songs formed "the child's first conscious 
introduction to folk-song" and were "sung by mother, father, or nurse to amuse, to divert, or to instruct." Gordon 
found it "well nigh impossible" to collect examples from children, but noted that "older people can recollect them 
with greater precision and accuracy than songs they learned later in life." Gordon thought it difficult to assign 



regional provenance to these songs but stated that "in the course of many years of collecting" he had noted that 
some songs were "great favorites in one part of the country" and seldom heard elsewhere (Gordon, pp. 85-86). 

This song, known most widely under the title "Old Grimes," he listed as one which "the New England child is likely to 
have heard." Adventure readers sent Gordon four texts of this song (1854, 2626, 3726, 3756). The song has been 
collected widely and has English ancestors. Belden (pp. 509-11) and Randolph (III, pp. 381-82) collected it in the 
Ozarks; Newell published a version from New York and indicated that it was used not only as a game but also as a 
shanty (A, pp. 381-82); and Fowke has collected it in Canada as a children's game (pp. 27, 149). 

The phrase "Johnny Cuckoo" appears as well in a separate children's game (Jones and Hawes, pp. 71-73). 

MULBERRY HILL [MP3 file] 
Gordon cyl. D1-2 (G96), Item Galt 12 (Misc. 165) 
Nellie Galt 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Ca. 1928 

Old Grumble is dead and laid in his grave, 
Aha, aha, and laid in his grave. 

There grew a ripe apple tree close by his head, 
Aha, aha, close by his head. 

The apples were ripe and ready to fall, 
Aha, aha, and ready to fall. 

There came an old woman to gather them all, 
Aha, aha, to gather them all. 

Up jumped Old Grumble and gave her a knock, 
Aha, aha, and gave her a knock. 

Which made the old woman go hippety-hop, 
Aha, aha, hippety-hop. 

She hipped and she hopped to Mulberry Hill, 
Aha, aha, to Mulberry Hill. 

And there she sat down to make her will, 
Aha, aha, to make her will. 

The old grey mare to Johnny Cuckoo, 
Aha, aha, to Johnny Cuckoo. 

The bridle and saddle be laid on the shelf, 
Aha, aha, to be laid on the shelf. 

If you want anymore you can sing it yourself, 
Aha, aha, you can sing it yourself. 
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Band B6 

In 1931 Gordon received a letter from Betty Bush Winger of Point Pleasant, West Virginia. A native of the Ozark 
region of Missouri, Miss Winger had read an article Gordon had written (possibly in the New York Times) on Negro 
spirituals and sent a manuscript containing some of the songs she recalled. Like others whom Gordon recorded, she 
was not only an informant but also a collector who responded to Gordon's "scientific" interest in the songs. Gordon 
learned of Winger's songs at a time when he was experimenting with portable disc recording equipment. He 
convinced the Amplion Company to loan him a new disc recording machine and visited Winger in West Virginia in late 
1931 or early 1932 in order to record her songs. 

Miss Winger continued to correspond with Gordon, and in the mid-1940s resumed her correspondence with the 
Archive of Folk Song, contributing various materials until the mid-fifties. She not only collected songs, she also 
composed songs and wrote religious plays, some of which she sent to the archive. Such materials, though of limited 
interest to folksong researchers, tell us much about persons such as Winger who contributed so generously to 
Gordon's collections over the years. She perceived an essential connection between the collection of rare old songs 
which had historical value, and the creation of new compositions—songs or stories—based on these models or 
dealing with the same subject matter. Content and not process was the most important facet of folksong traditions 
for her. 

"Yes, Ma'am" is a children's song, perhaps a play-party song, which Winger almost certainly learned from black 
tradition. Gordon noted two other versions of this song in his manuscript collections (McAdams Thesis, p. 131; 
Newcomb MS. p. 255). The call-response form of the song is not evident in this performance as it would be in the 
proper context, sung by a group of children. For a children's game version which preserves the call-response form, 
see "Shoo Turkey" in Jones and Hawes (pp. 53-54). 

YES MA'AM [BED TIME QUIZ] [MP3 file]  
(concludes with "All God's Children..." below) 

Winger disc 17B2, Winger MS. II 58 
Betty Bush Winger 
Point Pleasant, West Virginia 
Ca. 1931-32 

My little boy have you been to the barn? Yes Ma'am. 
Did you feed my horse? Yes Ma'am. 
Did you give him hay? Yes Ma'am. 
Did you give him corn? Yes Ma'am. 
Well little boy don't you cry. Yes Ma'am. 
Did you feed my cow? Yes Ma'am. 
Did you feed her hay? Yes Ma'am. 
Did you feed her corn? Yes Ma'am. 
Did you feed my cat? Yes Ma'am. 
Did you feed her hay? Yes Ma'am. 
Did you feed her corn? Yes Ma'am. 
Well you should've give her milk. Yes Ma'am. 
Now go to bed. Yes Ma'am. 
And cry if you like. Yes Ma'am. 

"All God's Children Got to Humble Down" was one of the spirituals in Winger's repertoire which Gordon found of 
great interest. He cited her collection in his part of the 1932 Annual Report of the Librarian of Congress (p. 322) as an 
important new piece of evidence for spiritual scholarship. Presumably the non-stanzaic form appealed to his interest 
in the earliest spirituals, as discussed above with regard to Mary Mann. 

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/Yesmaam.mp3


ALL GOD'S CHILDREN GOT TO HUMBLE DOWN [MP3 file]  
(begins with "Yes Ma'am" above) 
Winger disc 15B1, Winger MS. (I) 12, (II) 17 
Betty Bush Winger 
Point Pleasant, West Virginia 
Ca. 1931 

All God's children got to humble down, humble down, humble down. 
All God's children got to humble down, if they gwine to wear a crown. 
All God's children got to humble down, got to stretch out a hand and-a humble down. 
Got to stretch out a hand and-a humble down, while the blood come [?] trickling down. 
Get you the blood of-a Jesus, a fallin' right down on you. 
Got to humble-a down child if you want-a be washed clean through. 
All God's children got to humble down, humble down, humble down. 
All God's children got to humble down, if they gwine to wear a crown. 
Brother, sister, take off your shoe, humble down, humble down. 
Honey and oil gonna fall-a fall on you, humble down, humble down. 

Bands B7 and B8 

In January 1932 a salesman from the Amplion Company came to the Library of Congress to demonstrate the 
company's new microphone and disc recorder. After a long spoken sales pitch (which is on the record from which this 
selection is taken), salesman Douglas Cooke turned the microphone over to Gordon, who sang a portion of "Charlie 
Snider"—which he identified as an early version of "Casey Jones"—and then whistled a tune fragment and barked 
twice. 

ROBERT W. GORDON TESTING EQUIPMENT [MP3 file] 
Gordon disc 63A 
Washington, D. C. 
January 1932 

Spoken by R. W. Gordon: 
I'm going to make a, uh, test for sustained note with a portion of one of the early versions of "Casey Jones." 

Sung: 
Charlie Snyder was a good engineer, 
Told the fireman never to fear, 
All I wanted was the water and the coal, 
Put your head out the window, watch the drivers roll. 

Spoken: 
I'm now going to test by whistling at about three feet from the microphone. 

It is not surprising that Gordon sang "one of the early versions of ‘Casey Jones'" for the test recording. He was gearing 
up for another case study. Like "The Wreck of the Old 97," a song about Casey Jones was copyrighted, and Gordon 
had been approached to act as an expert witness in a court case about it. Eventually the case was settled out of 
court, but in the meantime he had assembled his evidence. 

This case was even more complex than that of "The Wreck of the Old 97." Vaudevillians Newton and Seibert had 
copyrighted their version of the song about Jones in 1909. But, as with Harney's ragtime song, "The Prisoner's Song," 
and others that Gordon studied, the song was based on earlier folksongs. Norm Cohen's preliminary study (Cohen A) 
showed that the various strains of folksong about railroad accidents which coalesced around the Casey Jones theme 

http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/Allgodschildren.mp3
http://www.loc.gov/folklife/Gordon/sound/testingequipment.mp3


reflect two traditions—the Anglo-American vulgar ballad and the Afro-American blues-ballad. For Gordon, the 
confluence of these two traditions was familiar territory. 

Gordon devoted several columns to Casey Jones in Adventure, and the indexes to his materials at the Library of 
Congress refer to some fifty-three texts (including one from Carl Sandburg) sent to Adventure, as well as some others 
from various sources. 

This particular performance of "Casey Jones" is significant for a number of reasons. It is of the type which predates 
the vaudeville song. The first and third verses, commonly found as "Jay Gould's Daughter," here are about Vanderbilt; 
Perrow (p. 163) collected similar verses in Mississippi in 1909. "Old Bill Jones" rather than "Casey" is the engineer, 
and a "Cannonball/East Colorado" verse, found in a number of other blues-ballads, is included. 

Also significant is that Gordon was collecting from a collector—as with so many of his other recordings. Although 
recorded in Charlottesville, Francis H. Abbot was from Bedford county, on the eastern side of the Blue Ridge 
Mountains. In 1923 he and Alfred J. Swan published Eight Negro songs [From Bedford Co. Virginia]. These were songs 
which Abbot had collected in the county and which he sang for Swan. The collection was meant for singing; Abbot 
contributed a glossary and general remarks at the beginning so that singers could follow the dialect of his informants 
(Abbot, p. 4). Unlike Gordon, who titled his song "Casey Jones," Abbot called his song "Vanderbilt's Daughter." He 
noted that it was "a railroad song which exists in many versions. I give the one the colored boys sing in Bedford 
County" (Abbot, p. 41). He included a lengthy glossary for the song, and one verse which he did not sing for Gordon. 

This came after the sixth verse: 

He look at de watah, an' de watah wuz low, 
look at his watch, an' de watch wuz slow, 
look at de fiuhman an' shuk his head, said: 
"Jim, we mout mek it, but we'll bofe be dead." 
(Abbot, p. 45) 

CASEY JONES [MP3 file] 
Gordon disc 73B 
Francis H. Abbot 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
March 24, 1932 

Vanderbilt's daughter said before she died, 
There was two more roads that she wanted to ride. 
Everybody wondered what them roads could be. 
They was the East Colorado and the Santa Fe. 

East Colorado is the best of all, 
They got a train they call the Cannonball. 
It runs so fast that the passengers can't see, 
Cause bound to make connections with the Santa Fe. 

Vanderbilt said that before he died, 
He was goin' to fix the bumpers so the ‘boes couldn't ride. 
If they ride they have to ride the rods, 
And trust their lives in the hands of God. 
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Got up one mornin', t'was a-drizzlin' rain, 
Couldn't see nothin' but a C & O train. 
Up in the cab was Old Bill Jones, 
He been a good engineer, but he's dead and gone. 

Old Bill Jones, he was a good engineer, 
Says to the fireman, Jim you need-a fear, 
All I want is boiler hot, 
Goin' to make it to the junction by twelve o'clock. 

He run a hundred miles before he stop; 
There weren't but one minute in between the block. 
He said he weren't runnin' at all, 
He said he'd give a hundred dollars just to get the high ball. 

He reversed the engine, threw the lever back, 
Twenty-seven jumbos jumped the track. 
He hollered to the fireman, says Jim you'd better jump, 
Cause two locomotives is about to bump. 

If they bump they gonna bend the rail, 
If they bump they gonna bend the rail, 
If they bump they gonna bend the rail, 
There won't be nobody living here to tell the tale. 

Spoken by Francis Abbot: 
Sung by Francis H. Abbot, Charlottesville, Virginia, March the twenty-fourth, Nineteen thirty-two. 
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